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Ever wonder how "they" thought of
that idea or what it takes to be more
innovative? Here’s a sure-fire method to
help you develop your Innovative
Thinking Skills.

Grab a pen or pencil and a few sheets
of paper; this is an interactive article!
Let’s begin.........

First of all believe that you are innova-
tive! Let me assure you that whether you
believe that you are or, that you are not,
you’re probably right. To help establish a
real belief in your ability, think back on
some of the innovative things you have
done, said or created during your career.

Next, understand that when our think-
ing takes on a definite form and struc-
ture it becomes more effective. While I
am suggesting that all readers follow the
same step-by-step format, you’ll find that
because of your own uniqueness, tastes
and life experiences you will each devel-
op your own innovative solutions, even
when the questions are the same.

Step One
State the question, problem or dilem-

ma clearly. Write it out at the top of your
worksheet.

Step Two
List many, varied and unusual possible

answers to your question or solutions to
your problem. Do not pre-judge or edit
your ideas. List everything (everything!).

Step Three
Review your list and group your

ideas/answers into categories. For exam-
ple: hats, t-shirts and socks are all differ-
ent but all are wearable. Apples, mugs,
bagels and forks are different, yet all
relate to food or eating. Any
ideas/answers that do not fit into a cate-
gory with anything else on your list, are
the most unique.

Step Four 
Take the best or most unique

ideas/answers and elaborate on them to
make them truly extraordinary. You can
do this by combining two ideas, consider

using or doing your idea in a totally new
and different way, look at it upside down
or backwards, and be outrageous! Add to
them, diminish them, change the color or
shape, turn it inside out (get the idea?).

Before you begin, it is essential to shift
to "right brain" thinking. The right side
of our brain is where we do our imagina-
tive, emotional and visual thinking. You
can make the shift by bringing humor to
your mind (read the funnies or listen to
your favorite comic), try some brain
teasers (create your own: list all things
you can think of that are different shades
of green or what other uses are there for
a wristwatch, other than a time instru-
ment?), listen to music, play with your
kids or play like a kid.

Don’t be afraid to take risks! New
answers are what lead to excellence and
that is what Innovative Thinking is all
about. Don’t be afraid of failure either.
Failure is a sign that someone is doing
something! By learning from our failures
we get them out of the way and move
towards success.

Remember that by simply approaching
a problem, question or dilemma in a
new way, we will usually come up with
answers or solutions that are new as
well. Giving ourselves the opportunity to
see a vast array of possible solutions or
answers and then categorizing them to
find the most unique, enables us to
develop the innovations we seek.

Good Luck & Have Fun!

“How To Develop
Your Innovative
Thinking Skills”
By Barry Roberts, C.A.S.

Barry Roberts is a humorist, helping
businesses achieve maximum profitabili-
ty & productivity.He conducts seminars
& presents keynotes for a broad spec-
trum of corporations and associations
across the USA and Canada. To
request some valuable information on
"Risk Taking" and "The shift to Right
Brain Thinking" you can e-mail Barry at
info@BarryRoberts.com, please add
any questions or comments you may
have. Barry’s new book "Practice Safe
Stress" is available now at
www.BarryRoberts.com.
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By Dana Cohenour
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So, here I am wearing my sparkly purple sequin

dress and bright orange high-top sneakers with the

multi-color laces, schlepping my sound system up

a hill through throngs of curious children.

I am searching for my stage and dying to find a

porta-potty somewhere.

The sun is beating down on my “jumping hat” and

my sequins are stuck to my skin as I make my way

through the giant maze and life-size “Chutes and

Ladders” game.

As my “little” entourage continues to grow, I feel a

bit like the pied piper-- and desperate to find some-

one in charge.

I stop and take a bite of the “World’s Largest PB&J

Sandwich” and hope my sound system is still

“sound” as I wade through the remains of an earli-

er fought water balloon war.

“Are you the lady singer from last year?” 

“Are you the lady with the big doggie named Rowdy?” 

“Where is your doggie?”

“Can I touch your dress?”
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“Are you going to do the jumping
song again?” “Can I be in your
show?” “Where is your doggie?”

Just as my hair-do is melting into
something resembling congealed cotton
candy, I think I spot my stage.

“Those are cool earrings!” “Can
I wear your hat?”

Hoof, hoof, pant, pant. Is that my dog
character, or me? Ahh, the glamour of
show business… Wait! Is that someone
with a walkie talkie? Please, let it be my
contact person! Splat. Well, there go the
high-tops, right into someone’s dumped
Dippin’ Dots.

“WHERE IS YOUR DOGGIE!?!”

I finally reach my stage and get set up.
Time to find that porta-potty!!! Knock,
knock.

“Is your doggie in there 
with you?”

By some miracle, I make it back to the
stage with (thank God!) Rowdy, my dog
character in tow just in time to hear the
emcee introducing us. I run onto the
stage, sweaty already…then I see it. The
reason I do what I do. The crowd of
smiling little faces --irresistible and pure,
wonderful and precious smiling faces.

It is what we in the festivals and events
industry work and strive for. It is what
makes all of our efforts worthwhile and
gives us a sense of fulfillment. It is, quite
simply, the smiling face of a child. Or,
better yet, thousands of smiles on thou-
sands of little faces.

I am a lucky person. I get to experience
these smiles every time I go to work. I
am a children’s entertainer fortunate
enough to perform at hundreds of festi-

vals and events across the country. Seeing
the breadth of creativity and ingenuity
that my fellow IFEA members display in
making these smiles happen is truly
inspirational. When it is done well, a
family festival seems magical. Having
been a part of so many of them, though,
I have learned that successful children’s
events do not happen magically, and
they do not always happen successfully.
The “smiling” ones are a result of atten-
tion to detail, an inventive mindset and 
a cooperative effort by the event organiz-
ers and the community. 

Seeing so many children’s events in
action and having spoken with numerous
family festival planners, I have identified
some ingredients of a fun and successful
children’s area. Following are some basic
principles and ideas to help keep your
children’s event full of SMILES:

SIMPLE. Yes, sometimes the simplest
activities are the best and most popular.
No matter your budget, there are plenty
of ways to keep children of all ages 
entertained. Giant cardboard boxes
donated from your local appliance 
store can be linked together to make 
a kid sized town. Let the little ones go 
at it with paint and they will create 
their own fantasyland in no time.

Or, even simpler, ask your local 
home improvement store to donate 
odd pieces of wood and bottles of
Elmer’s glue and/or PVC pipe cut into
various lengths and elbows. Throw 
them in the middle of the grass and
watch in amazement as sculptures 
are immediately built.

“DRESS UP” tents with mirrors and
costumes provided by a theater company
will stimulate imaginations. Have a digi-
tal camera and printer on hand to cap-
ture the moment and let the little ones
take home the memory.

“NOISY TENTS” with pots, pans, and
other “bangable” items (maybe even bal-
loons to hammer) provide hours of fun.

SET UP A “CLIMB-ON” parking lot
with all types of trucks—military, fire,
police and construction. Little kids (and
dads) will love climbing on and explor-
ing them. This is also a good opportunity 
to offer safety talks given by the police
and firemen.

FACE PAINTING is always a hit…except
when children have to wait in line for an
hour. Never keep an energized little festi-
val-goer waiting. Be sure to have plenty
of volunteer art students on hand, or let
the kids paint their own faces with a bit
of supervision.

HAND STAMPS and temporary tattoos
provided by a local printer are “way” cool
and can even include your festival logo. 

BUBBLES. In case you haven’t noticed,
kids love bubbles. Have lots of bubble
pots with giant wands. But beware of
wading pools of bubbles—the littlest
ones are easily tempted to dive in. 

And when all else fails, lay down 
bubble wrap and let the stomping begin!
When dreaming up simple activities, find
ways to take every day tasks and make
them entertaining.

MEGA SIZE FEATURES. While simple
activities are a foundation for your chil-
dren’s area, it is exciting and fun to include
at least one giant feature activity or event.
Unique attractions like a giant food item,
giant maze, giant sandcastle or life-size
game, such as “Candyland,” “HIGH HO
CHERIO,” or the aforementioned “Chutes
and Ladders.” One or all of these atten-
tion-grabbers can serve as a focal point 
for your children’s area. They are also a
great opportunity for media attention and
sponsorship, and they will surely make a
lasting impression on both kids and par-
ents. Trying to break a world record (that
the entire community can participate in
attaining) is sure to spark plenty of interest
and participation.

INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES. Let the kids
be the stars of your children’s area. Find
ways they can be involved in every activity.
If children feel that they have contributed
to the festival in some way—whether on
the stage, by adding to a sculpture, march-
ing in a parade, or by helping break a
world record, they will leave with a sense
of pride. They will have an enriching expe-
rience that will stay with them long after
the last fireworks explode. They will also
be truly invested in the event, eager to
return the following year. 

Always have an 
arts and crafts area.
Besides being a place
where kids get to make
something tangible to
take with them, it is a
good spot to chill out
for a while, literally. 
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RACES of all kinds are a fun way to get
children and adults involved. Phone
book relays (where kids look up words
the fastest), bed races (who can make 
the bed the fastest?), and baby derbies
will have them lining up.

PIE-EATING CONTESTS are always
good for lots of laughs. You do not even
need actual pies—whipped cream-filled
pie tins will do the trick. Get dads,
moms, and school principals competing.
Kids love watching other kids, but they
especially love watching their responsible
adults be silly. Be sure to provide a clean
up area nearby so your pie-eaters won’t
be sticky, miserable mosquito attractions
for the rest of the day.

SAND. Kids love to dig in the sand, so
let them. Have a “Honey Bear Hunt.”
Start with a giant sand area. Kids who
find an empty “honey bear” container
win a full one. Kids who find a full one
win a plush bear. 

STRUCTURES, artwork or written 
messages that can grow as the festival pro-
gresses not only give the kids a chance to
contribute, but are visually exciting as well.
Sidewalk chalk murals are a great example.
Hire an artist to do professional areas, and
let the kids continue on their own. Giant
magnetic poetry boards, or a “continue the
story” board are fun and are especially
interesting to older children.

ARTS & CRAFTS. Always have an arts
and crafts area. Besides being a place
where kids get to make something tangi-
ble to take with them, it is a good spot 
to chill out for a while, literally. Kids 
will love making everything from scare-
crows to cell phones. It is a bonus,
though, to be able to use their creation
right there at the festival. For example, 
let kids make puppets and then put on 

a puppet show. Or, have them make their
own driver’s licenses. Use that good old
digital camera and printer to make the
licenses look authentic. Your local office
supply store may even supply a lamina-
tor. Once the little drivers have their
“licenses” and go over the rules of the
road, they get to drive big wheels, trikes,
etc., around a miniature safety town.

Anything kids can touch and feel
works well. The main thing is to get the
kids involved and participating-- all kids.
Include activities suitable to every age
range, and remember, provide activities
and access for children with disabilities.
If you have a “Very Special Arts” or other
such program in your community, team
up with them. Give these very special
children access to performing on stage,
taking part in races, and experiencing the
festival along with all the other children.

LOCAL COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT.
The nice thing to remember when plan-
ning your children’s event is that you
don’t have to do it all yourself. The more
you involve local businesses and com-
munity groups, the better. They can be a
tremendous resource for you. Let them
be creative within their own specialty.

For instance, if you want a water fea-
ture, then go to the “source.” Ask a local
plumbing company to sponsor and put
it together. One festival I attended did
this and they ended up with an interac-
tive water fountain beyond their (or the
kids’) wildest dreams. 

Work with area schools in advance 
of the festival and let them know your
theme. Even if school is not in session
during your festival, artwork based on
the theme can be created ahead of time
and then displayed at the event. What 
a thrill for the kids and their parents to
see their creations presented for all to
see. And, what better motivation to
attend the festival?

Newspapers are wonderful resources
for sponsorship. They can obviously 
provide advertising for you, and print
programs, schedules and feature articles
to get the community excited. But they
can also provide end rolls of blank
newsprint, which can be used in myriad
ways. Kids can make and decorate hats
with it, for example. A good old fash-
ioned “newspaper toss” is a fun competi-
tion—you might even have the dogs
involved in this one!

Partner with your local post office 
to create a special cancellation (post)
mark for the day of the festival. Kids can
enter their artwork in a contest with the
chance to have their drawing as part of
the mark. Marked postcards and letters
become collector’s items and the post-
mark can also be printed on T-shirts, etc.

For some reason, kids love the “glam-
our” of a finger cast. Recruit personnel
from your local hospital to indulge 
this “achy-breaky” obsession. They 
can also serve as your on-site first aid
response team.

Why not use your festival as an oppor-
tunity to help a local charity? Ask fami-
lies to bring a donation of canned food
or an outgrown coat with them to the
festival. Children will learn a valuable
charitable lesson and feel good about
having made a contribution. You may
want to ask your local Girl Scout and
Boy Scout troops to head up this project.

As mentioned earlier, don’t forget to
involve the police and fire departments.
And, of course, mayors relish the media
attention they receive when they sit and
read a story on your literacy stage. Keep
in mind, though, that not all mayors are
meant to be children’s entertainers, so
keep the storybook short! 

ENTERTAINMENT. Make your stage as
interactive as the rest of your children’s
area! Hire entertainers that will involve
the children and get them moving and
laughing. Shine the spotlight on the 
children. Give them an opportunity to
perform. Kids love watching other kids,
and most children love being on stage. 

Have a children’s talent show, or a
karaoke kids stage. Invite local dance 
and karate schools to perform. This is a
wonderful opportunity for the children
to show off all their hard work and 
contribute to the festival. It is also a 
great way for you to fill your stage 
schedule and save your entertainment
budget to hire one or two professional
children’s entertainers.

Hire the best professional entertainers
you can find, locally and nationally. You
might be surprised how many national
artists will try and work within your
budget. After all, everybody wants to

Hire the best profes-
sional entertainers you
can find, locally and
nationally. You might
be surprised how
many national artists
will try and work within
your budget.

Continued on page 59
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BoatsC  wb  ysAward-Winning
          Festival Exchange

Shrimp
We all know the demands of putting

on a successful event in our community –
but try taking it beyond your city limits
and even beyond your home state!

For the past four years, folks from
Foley, Alabama, have taken their event
mascot, a shrimp boat, on the road from
Oklahoma to Texas to North Carolina,
loading up their Southern Alabama
Heritage Festival along with it.

The “Miss Foley,” a 26-foot working
shrimp boat, has been deemed the most
traveled shrimp boat off the water on this
planet. This coastal Alabama heritage fes-
tival led by the Miss Foley includes an
oyster shucking demonstration, boat
builders, net makers, shrimp cooks (ah,
yes, the gumbo, fried green tomatoes, cat-
fish, and fresh shrimp), music, the story
of Helen Keller, dulcimer makers, carvers,
fine artisans, the Children’s Art Village, a
Mardi Gras parade, and more.

Not only do the people of Southern
Alabama who represent the rich coastal

heritage and livelihood travel, but so does
a large contingent of people just because
they are proud of Alabama, proud of
Foley, and proud of the festival. 

“They have learned to have a great time
whenever and wherever they set up to cel-
ebrate Alabama’s rich culture,” said Kathy
Danielson of the Foley, Alabama, Visitors
& Convention Bureau. “It is a festival full
of demonstrations, hands-on activities,
history, and people.”

But it was an Okie that moved this
Alabama event to far-away places.

“At one time, I had thought that bring-
ing a lobster bake, with the clams,
Acadian music and cloggers, to the
Oklahoma prairie lands would be a won-
derful event,” explained Guymon,
Oklahoma, Convention and Tourism
Director Melyn Johnson.

“I wrote the proposal and sent it to a
Maine tourism entity. They ’noodled’
about it and decided it was not some-
thing they wanted to do, so I put the idea
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BoatsC  wb  ys
for

By Kathy Danielson, Foley Convention & Visitors Bureau, Alabama

                  and Melyn Johnson, Guymon Convention & Visitors Bureau, Oklahoma

Showcases Community Contrasts

on the back burner for a couple of years,
continuing to mull it about in my head.”

Then, Johnson attended her first IFEA
Convention in Denver, Colorado. While
there she heard a presentation by Kathy
Danielson.

“With Kathy’s fire and enthusiasm,”
laughed Johnson, “she talked about
Alabama and the shrimp. You could tell
she absolutely loved where she lived. She
has that Southern belle drawl. Heavens,
she’s Southern through and through.”

Later, when the Oklahoma Festival and
Events Association invited Danielson to
speak at an event, Johnson was there and

took the opportunity to approach the
Alabama representative about a cultural
heritage festival exchange.

“She saw it right away,” said Johnson.
“Sitting there in that hotel lobby, I saw her
eyes widen as she realized its potential. She
understood the aspect of two distinctly dif-
ferent cultures sharing themselves. Our
brainstorming went late into the night, and
the wheels were set in motion for an
Oklahoma festival to travel to Foley,
Alabama, and then for Foley to turn around
and bring an Alabama festival to Guymon.”

The name given to the exchange was
Heritage Harbor Days, what both com-

munities dubbed, “Where the Range
Meets the River.”

The media hype started a year in
advance with an official announcement in
Foley complete with Oklahoma Dept. of
Tourism representatives and City of
Guymon officials. 

“Kathy turned to me and said, ’There’s
no backing out now,’” recalled Johnson.
“While we thought we had an idea of the
task ahead of us, we really did not. Some
of the difficulties that arose were daunt-
ing, but they were eclipsed by the media
attention and the way the communities
reacted. Foley sponsors came through,
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and the Foley people attended that first
Oklahoma festival in their park. The
whole town took on an ownership and 
a pride that was amazing.”

That year the Oklahoma festival
brought four Oklahoma cultures to
Alabama. Dancers, storytellers, potters,
beaders, and visual artists represented
the Native American culture. Buffalo sol-
diers and visual art represented the histo-
ry of the Black American in early
Oklahoma. The western/cowboy culture
had cowboy poets, visual artists, a spur
maker, stage coaches, wagons, country
and western music, and Will Rogers.
Mexican folkloric dancers danced and
worked in the children’s art village 
making traditional tissue flowers.

Then the Foley folks headed to
Guymon. But the trek wasn’t a straight
shot. Upon hearing that a shrimp boat was
leading the Foley entourage, Barbie Elder
with the Oklahoma Dept. of Tourism sug-
gested the group make “whistle stops”
along the way that became mini-festivals
to gather attention and publicity.

The whistle stops took place across 
the northern tip of Oklahoma. The first
stop occurred in Oklahoma City where
the Department of Tourism held a recep-
tion for the Alabama crew. There we held
a press conference for what became the
kickoff for heading to the rural towns.

Each day for two days, the Alabama
team visited three towns. Each commu-
nity’s weekly newspaper highlighted the
Alabama road-show event along with a
part of Oklahoma. 

“All the weekly newspapers went to
print on Wednesday, so the press cover-
age just before the festival hit Guymon

was fantastic,” said Johnson. “School
children, police escorts, senior citizens,
cowboys and friends all showed up to
meet the shrimp boat captains…and the
cowboy storytellers met their match with
the fish stories being told!”

A whistle stop in the Texas Panhandle
brought in Texas media, too, as the Miss
Foley became the first shrimp boat ever
to float the waters of Lake Meredith.

The exchange was a great success, 
with unbelievable local and national
media coverage. 

Danielson said it’s become the 
Foley Convention & Visitors Bureau’s 
signature event. “Foley has many won-
derful and successful community events,
but Heritage Harbor Days has received
local, regional and national media cover-
age. Today the festival is the financial 
stability for our small convention & 
visitors bureau. These two small tourism
bureaus, Guymon and Foley, could 
never have purchased the national media
they received through this exchange. 
It was phenomenal.

In its second year of the festival
exchange, Danielson was able to bring
some of the Oklahoma festival people
back to Alabama through a National
Endowment for the Arts/National Forest
Service grant that the City of Guymon
had received. She also included that year
many of the people who had represented
Alabama in Oklahoma.

Unfortunately, Guymon’s community
support for the exchange didn’t continue. 

“You know, you can analyze it and try
to figure it out,” said Johnson. “Guymon
won more than seven state and national
awards for Heritage Harbor days, but the
fact is that some of those who were
needed to back it didn’t get on board.
That’s ok, Kathy and the Foley people
have continued, and I’m proud of them
for continuing. The relationship that
developed between Guymon and Foley is
strong, and what we learned from each
other was valuable.”

So for its third year the exchange took
place between Foley and Grapevine,
Texas. The Alabama festival was held in
conjunction with Main Street Days, an

When
Grapevine
traveled to
Foley in the
fall of 2003
they loaded
their wagons
with gunfight-
ers, saloon girls, story-
tellers, Texas crafters,
Texas BBQ, entertainers
and more.

These two
small tourism
bureaus,
Guymon and
Foley, could
never have
purchased
the national
media they received
through this exchange. It
was phenomenal.
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annual festival in Grapevine celebrating
its heritage. Grapevine welcomed the
Foley delegation with a dinner at
Delaney’s Vineyard that included Texas
BBQ, Grapevine wine and entertainment
from the Grapevine Opry. The “Whistle
Stop” promotion held as part of the
exchange with Foley and Grapevine was
a huge success, winning both state and
national awards through IFEA. “The
number of attendees at their festival was
large, over 104,000” said Danielson.
“Everything was different in Grapevine
and the exposure was huge.” 

And when Grapevine traveled to Foley
in the fall of 2003 they loaded their wag-
ons with gunfighters, saloon girls, story-
tellers, Texas crafters, Texas BBQ, enter-
tainers and more. One of the highlights
of the Foley event was the Black Tie
“Wine Gala” on Saturday night that fea-
tured wine from the Grapevine Vineyards
served with Texas cuisine. It was a sold
out event with a waiting list and another
first for the City of Foley. The Wine Gala
was such a success that Foley has added
it as an annual event within the Heritage
Harbor Days celebration. 

Another success for Foley from the
Guymon and Grapevine exchanges: The
number of visitors traveling from
Oklahoma and the Dallas/Ft. Worth metro
area to Foley had increased significantly.

And Guymon’s Johnson said she
knows of people who still order shrimp
from Foley because in their mind that’s
the only place you should get it.

Foley folks just returned from their
third Alabama festival on the road. They
hitched up the shrimp boat and went to
Maggie Valley, North Carolina. The week-
long journey had close to 200
Alabamans from South Baldwin County
traveling to the mountains. The Alabama
delegation was welcomed with enthusi-
asm at three North Carolina whistle
stops. Mountain music in Franklin, a
special lunch with the Mayor of
Dillsboro, and dinner on the Cherokee
reservation were just a few local tradi-
tions that the group enjoyed. And while
in Maggie Valley, the Foley festival added
a new entertainment venue: Stars from
Alabama, a two-hour musical variety
show that showcased the entertainers
who had previously traveled to
Oklahoma and Texas. A copy of the
show, filmed in Maggie Valley’s 800-
seat Eaglenest Theatre, will be sent to 
the 711th Battalion from Foley now sta-
tioned in Iraq. 

The North Carolina delegation will
travel to Foley this November. The award
winning exchange continues.

“What made it really exciting,” recalled
Johnson about the first festival exchange
with her community in Oklahoma, “was

showcasing the contrasts between the
regions we represent. People in Guymon
got to see oysters shucked for the first
time, and they were able to taste them,
and learn about them. We had children
simply in awe over a stuffed alligator that
Weeks Bay Estuary brought to Guymon.
Estuary wasn’t even in our vocabulary
until the Alabama festival.”

As the exchanges continue, Danielson
said she looks for communities that
grasp the vision of Heritage Harbor 
Days beyond the tourism and publicity. 

“Heritage Harbor Days is a time of
sharing,” she said. “I want the exchange

to occur with a city that welcomes our
culture and treats it with respect. I’m
proud of Foley for being a part of a
national first and for continuing the mis-
sion of the exchange.

“We’re small, and if it wasn’t for the
support of the people of Foley, the mayor
and city council, the city crews that travel
and help set up, the businesses that
financially sponsor, volunteers and the
people who work and attend, it would
not happen. We have so much fun shar-
ing our wonderful way of life on the
beautiful coast of Alabama. We love our
town, our county, and our state. After we
leave a community, they have an idea of
what our area and people are like and
then they come and visit.”

Although she’s not telling whom 
the next Heritage Harbor Days will 

be with several cities have asked to 
participate. Danielson said her dream 
is to soon have a reunion with
Oklahoma interspersed with Texas and
North Carolina – perhaps a five-year
exchange reunion. 

But for now Foley has to get ready for
North Carolina. 

“We have Maggie Valley to host in
November and that is what we are work-
ing on and talking about now.” 

But one thing is for sure – the Miss
Foley shrimp boat will be on the road
again soon – perhaps coming to your
community one day.

Another
success
for Foley
from the
Guymon
and
Grapevine
exchanges:
The number of visitors
traveling from Oklahoma
and the Dallas/Ft. Worth
metro area to Foley
increased significantly.

For more information on
the cultural 

heritage exchange,
please contact Kathy
Danielson at the Foley
Convention & Visitors

Bureau at 
(251) 943-1200.
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As Winterlude celebrated its 25th anniversary, planners
looked for ways to renew the festival and to build on its
phenomenal success. The Snowbowl -- inaugurated in
February 2005 – was the answer.

In February 2003, a venerable Canadian festival – called
“Winterlude/Bal de Neige” – celebrated a quarter century of
life in the world’s second coldest capital. The National
Capital Commission (NCC), with 25 years’ experience and
a very successful event to its credit, started thinking about
renewal that year and ways to
keep its festival young and vital.
The answer they came up with
was the “Snowbowl.”

The Snowbowl is just what it
sounds, an outdoor amphitheatre.
Installed as a temporary structure
at the head of the Rideau Canal
Skateway in winter 2005, the
Snowbowl was strategically posi-
tioned at the very heart of Ottawa
– only steps from Confederation
Square, Parliament Hill and the
historic Byward Market – and it
added a distinctive new sound to
the city’s heartbeat.

In the 1990s, the NCC recog-
nized the physical and symbolic
centrality of Confederation
Square in Canada’s Capital, and it
worked with municipal and feder-
al governments to redevelop the
plaza with new lighting, tree
plantings and granite paving. The
Snowbowl is a wintertime exten-
sion of the energy and imagina-
tion that went into that redevel-
opment. It brings new life to the
bricks and mortar of downtown
Ottawa.

The decision to locate the
Snowbowl on the Rideau Canal was a wise one in terms of
attracting crowds. Many thousands of people glide nightly
along the five-mile length of the skateway during
Winterlude, and the Snowbowl (at the extreme northern
end of the ice) became their new destination in 2005. The
Snowbowl can accommodate up to 4,000 people at any
one time. However, festival planners had more than traffic
in mind when they chose the site. The graceful cockleshell
stage is walled in by snowy slopes and the frosty old stones
and spires of the Parliament Buildings, the Château Laurier

hotel, and Union Station. Here, under a canopy of stars,
the Snowbowl brims with romantic light, sound and
atmosphere.

The Snowbowl is not the kind of theatre where you buy
a ticket, take your seat and sit quietly. In keeping with the
chilly openness of the venue, the concert is free and the
space unstructured. Wearing boots or skates, the audience
mounts from the canal surface to a large platform directly
in front of the stage or goes even higher to a series of small

platforms on the hillside. From
these vantage points, spectators
can look directly onto the heated
stage, where musicians and singers
are keeping warm; or downward
onto a perfect little skating rink at
the edge of the Entrance Locks.

The brilliance of the Snowbowl
is that it takes what had already
made Winterlude so successful – a
series of outdoor wintertime activ-
ities in dramatic settings such as
the Rideau Canal – and extends
them into the evening. An inde-
pendent survey in 2004 asked fes-
tival-goers some pointed ques-
tions. People liked the festival, but
researchers asked them to go fur-
ther and to think not just about
what they liked, but what was
missing as well. A significant num-
ber said that skating and playing
in the snow was fine, and the ice
carvings and snow sculptures were
extraordinary; but they wanted
something to do in the evenings as
well. Others asked for music and
dance. 

It was not the first time that the
NCC had toyed with the idea of
evening entertainment, but past

efforts had focused mainly on inside entertainment at
major concert venues n the city. In 2004, planners under-
stood that Winterlude is, by nature, an “outdoor” phenom-
enon. Revelers, exhilarated by skating under the stars, are
not generally interested in going indoors. Entertainment,
they realized, had to build on the outdoor winter spirit. 

An idea took shape. Why not create an outdoor theatre
as a venue for free concerts and skating shows? And why
not locate it right at the heart of the action, on the Rideau
Canal, where thousands of people were already coming

IFEA World
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The Snowflake Kingdom is not marked
on any map, yet every year thousands of
children and their families travel to that
destination for an unforgettable experi-
ence of winter. Canada’s Capital may be
only the second coldest in the world –
after Moscow – but it is second to none
in the scale, creativity and sheer wonder
of a snow playground that appears like
magic every year on the banks of the
frozen Ottawa River. 
The Snowflake Kingdom is part of annu-
al winter festival called Winterlude/Bal
de Neige – conceived, planned and con-
structed by the National Capital
Commission. This federal government
organization is responsible, among other
things, for making sure that Canada’s
Capital is used in a way that expresses
important aspects of the Canadian expe-
rience. And what could be more
Canadian than winter?
When settlers first came up the Ottawa
River in 1800 –American farmers from
Vermont – they paused at the foot of the
cliff where Canada’s Parliament
Buildings now soar exuberantly skyward
on the southern riverbank. However, it
was on the gently sloping northern bank
that they chose to land and build their
houses (in today’s province of Quebec).
How astonished those early arrivals
would be today, if they could see the
mountains that erupt annually at their
landing place. These snowy hills are the
magical topography of a place called
Snowflake Kingdom. 
Jacques-Cartier Park (named for a 16th-
century French explorer) is an enchanti-
ng site in the depth of winter, with the
jingle of sleigh bells sounding along the
riverside and tall naked trees forming
canopies of colored light over the park
(as though the stars had come down and
tangled in the treetops). A graceful sus-
pension bridge, outlined with snow and
lights, arches over the western end of
Snowflake Kingdom and connects
Quebec and Ontario across the Ottawa
River. It is a place of pure magic.
The Snowflake Kingdom opens its gates
for 13 days over four Winterlude week-
ends. During that time, children and
their families come here by the thou-
sands, especially on sunny winter after-
noons when everything is a glistening
blue and white. The snowy streets of the
Kingdom are typically packed on week-
ends with snow-suited revelers running
as fast as they can through winding snow
canyons to get to the top of the great
slides. And from there, it is down all the

way, with the children screaming with
delight, on gleaming rivers of ice. 
Snowflake Kingdom has many snow
slides – usually about 33 – and some are
wide enough for the whole family to go
down, hand in hand. The slides are built
into the side of snow-mountains, and
most are iced for maximum slipperiness,
though a few are left snowy for the
delight of inner-tube riders. The longest
and highest slide is about 195 feet long,
and snow-suited bottoms can achieve
speeds of up to 15 miles an hour on the
way down. The gradient, the smoothness
and the concave shape of the slides make
them just as safe as any playground slide
but a lot more exciting.
Snowflake Kingdom also features a snow
maze (82 feet square), with snow walls
that tower over the little ones as they
eagerly search for the centre. Anxious
parents on the sidelines can easily see
what has become of their offspring and
offer helpful advice. 
As well as the snow playground, there are
sights to see and sounds to hear in the
Snowflake Kingdom. The steep mountain-
sides are typically carved in high relief to
illustrate some aspect of Canadian tradi-
tion or folklore. In 2005, for example, a
fully loaded voyageur canoe emerged
from one snowy mountainside. As well,
there are outdoor snow stages, where
dancers and singers entertain passers-by.
Snowflake Kingdom also tells important
stories about the Canadian way of life
and history. During the week, primary
school children (up to 100 buses a day)
flock to the park. They come to have fun,
but they also visit the interpretative pavil-
ion, where in 2005 snow- and ice-carved
exhibits featured the life, customs and
dress of Canada’s Métis (a people of
mixed European and French blood who
dominated the western fur trade in the
18th and 19th centuries).
The Snowflake Kingdom also hosts a
national snow-carving competition, with
teams of competitors coming from each
of Canada’s 13 provinces and territories
to create giant snow sculptures. Each
year, teams choose a subject from
Canadian folklore or mythology. In
2005, first prize went to the team from
Prince Edward Island. This is Canada’s
smallest province, where the sea has long
dominated life, and stories of sea mon-
sters abound. The winning snow sculp-
ture, “Denizen of the Deep,” illustrated
an 1879 eyewitness account of one such
monster: “From a sudden commotion on
the water, a huge form arose from the sea

a full 20 feet out of the water – a sort of
snake, striped yellow and white, 200 feet
long with twelve sharp fins on it.” 
Back to topography. It is not Mother
Nature who creates the Snowflake
Kingdom. The equivalent of 2,000 to
2,500 truckloads of snow is needed for its
construction, and most snow does not
come from the sky. Every year, when the
temperatures drop below zero, snow
canons are brought to the park where, for
12 to 15 days (weather permitting), they
belch snow into the shape of rising moun-
tains. The hoses emit a fine spray of water
that crystallizes as it hits the freezing air
and is then shaped into mountains, mazes,
sculptures, outdoor stages and exhibitions. 
Construction of the Snowflake Kingdom
takes almost a month, with a crew of ten
working flat out. The building of
Snowflake Kingdom looks a lot like any
construction project, except that the
main building material is snow. The
equipment, for example – backhoes, a
bulldozer, a front-end loader and tan-
dem dump truck – is just what you
would see on any construction site.
However, the water truck (its purpose is
to ice the slides and put a smooth finish
on snow sculptures) is unusual. So is the
industrial-size snow blower.
Once the snow has been blown into
place, bulldozers and backhoes move in
to create a series of slides and ramps
leading to the top of each snow moun-
tain. The team then polishes the slide
surfaces and ices them in time for the big
opening night (traditionally the first
Friday in February). Of course, a major
difference between Snowflake Kingdom
and your average construction site is that,
after the festival ends, the crew comes
back and removes everything: that exer-
cise takes only five days. 
Like any theme park, a lot of planning
goes into making sure that large crowds
can move quickly through the site.
Collectively, the 33 slides can accommo-
date from 10,000 to 13,000 people an
hour and, thanks to careful design, the
width of the ramps and the number of
slides swooping from the snowy “moun-
taintops,” there is very little waiting
around in the cold. 
Snowflake Kingdom is a place where
children are invited to run, climb, crawl
and slide. It is a place for growing, for
imagining, for laughing. It is a magical
place that appears every year, as if by
magic, in Canada’s Capital. A lot of plan-
ning, labor and expertise goes into get-
ting that magic just right.

Every year, the Snowflake Kingdom appears like magic on the snowy
banks of the Ottawa River, but there is nothing magical about the
planning, labor and expertise that go into creating the enchantment.
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Turning the Holidays 
into a Magical 
Special Event
By Chad D. Emerson

Talk to many special event or festival veterans
and you’ll quickly realize that—while the festi-
val industry is certainly a year-round business—
the summer months are traditionally considered
the peak season. From huge July 4th firework
celebrations to vast music festivals and concerts,
the success of the summer season is often a
good barometer for how well the festival and
events industry is doing in a particular year.
However, as the competition for guest atten-
tion—and dollars—seems to get hotter every
summer, some festivals and amusement facili-
ties are beginning to look to other times of the
year for potentially expanding their events. 

This is especially true for the traditional winter
holidays time of year as many facilities and fes-
tivals have begun adding new or increased offer-
ings for this merry ole’ time of the year, with
special events centered around holiday lights
and similar fare. Yet, as this trend seems to grow
each year, there’s one destination location that,
if you were looking to award the title of Special
Events Holiday Headquarters, would certainly
be considered a top nominee. An amusement
facility that is quickly expanding its holiday sea-
son attendance numbers through a growing ros-
ter of themed events and festivals.
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Recently, i.e. Magazine journeyed to
the Walt Disney World Resort near
Orlando, Florida, for a behind-the-scenes
look at some of the special events and
festivals that are quickly turning the
Christmas season into another peak sea-
son for the House of Mouse. What we
discovered was a festival and event pro-
gram with an amazingly diverse appeal—
from boisterous character-laden chil-
dren’s events to decidedly more formal
dramatic presentations. While few festi-
vals or amusement facilities can probably
match Disney World in terms of size
and scope, some of the lessons
learned from the Disney World
holiday celebration season can still
provide valuable insights into how
to capitalize on the growing vaca-
tion season around the holidays.
Let’s take a quick look at a few:

A Variety of Festival and
Special Event Strategies

One of the first things that
strikes you about the holiday
events and festivals at Disney
World is their diversity—not just in
content, but also in structure.
Indeed, these events run the gamut
from specially ticketed events, to
events included with regular admis-
sion, all the way to completely free
events obviously designed to pay
for themselves by the increased
interest they create. This approach
ends up offering appealing options
to almost all price ranges that
attendees are looking for. 

For example, each year the lob-
bies in most of the on-property
resort hotels at Disney World magi-
cally change almost overnight (usu-
ally sometime around
Thanksgiving) from their typical self
into an amazing world of dazzling
Christmas trees and life-sized holi-
day scenes—including such over-
the-top offerings as a huge ginger-
bread house and carousel made up
entirely of edible parts and pieces. 

Creating such a massive festival
of holiday scenes surely costs
Disney World more than a lump of
coal. Yet, despite that fact, all of these
holiday scenes are free for Disney World
guests to visit, tour, and take pictures
with. While that might seem like a huge
investment to make without an admis-
sion charge to fall back on, according to
Disney World publicist Dave Herbst,
doing so is well worth it to Disney
because “this is your home away from
home for the holidays. We want Walt
Disney World resorts to have all the gai-
ety and splendor that you could ever
imagine during this special time of year.”

And, notably, the strategy appears to
be paying off when you consider that a
check of Disney World fan websites and
discussion boards reveals entire threads
and articles about guests who either add
days to their vacations to tour these
resorts or, in some cases, even visit
Disney World each year just to see these
resort holiday-themed creations.

While this type of free special event is
certainly a key part of Disney’s overall
holiday festival strategy, it still somewhat
pales in comparison to the larger “head-

liner” aspects of Disney’s special event
line-up for the holidays. Indeed, the
resort holiday happenings might be con-
sidered simply an opening act (albeit a
very impressive one) for the main events
each winter season at Disney World.

The “E-Tickets” of Disney
World’s Holiday Special Event
Celebration

In Disney parlance, the top of the line,
best of the best attractions are often
called “E-Tickets”. At Disney World, this

title is reserved for some of its most
famous and popular attractions such as
Space Mountain, The Twilight Zone
Tower of Terror, and Mission: Space.
While Disney World doesn’t label its spe-
cial events the same way, after examining
the many aspects of their holiday festival,
it’s clear that, at the very least, the ration-
ale behind naming “E-Tickets” holds true
for this segment of its business too.

In particular, the “E-Tickets” of
Disney’s holiday celebration might easily
be grouped into three specific special

events that appear each year at
Disney World--especially for the
holiday season. Interestingly, all
three are structured quite different-
ly, both in content and in pricing
strategy. Clearly, just another
example of Disney World’s holiday
season strategy of offering a variety
of types and price points in terms
of special events. 

Indeed, these headlining events
might be classified into three dis-
tinct admission categories: includ-
ed with regular admission, admis-
sion included with additional pre-
mium pricing option available,
and separately-priced admission
event. Let’s take a look at all three:

Included With Regular
Admission Festival Events

Nearly every holiday season
since 1995, the back lot portion
Disney’s MGM Studios has been
transformed into a Christmas
lights special event called the
Osborne Family Spectacle of
Lights. And, with over one million
lights total, when they call it a
“spectacle”, they really mean it. 

For example, each year, twelve
miles of extension cords and
34,000 feet of rope light are used
to nightly illuminate an entire spe-
cial section of the Studios Park—
including two lighted displays that
themselves use 35,000 and 50,000
lights each. In addition to the
lights, this special event also uses
66 gallons of snow fluid each

evening to enhance the overall feel
of an event that also includes various
Christmas carolers, themed merchandise,
and traditional holiday treats. 

To create this massive holiday special
event, 18 electricians work 14
weeks…just to hang the lights. Lights
that, each year, are replaced with new
ones, no less. According to Herbst,
Disney World proudly considers the
Spectacle of Lights one of its signature
holiday events: “We have guests who
look forward with anticipation each year
to what special new twist we have in
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Professor Chad Emerson teaches at
Faulkner University’s Jones School of
Law and regularly writes and researches
about amusement and leisure industry
legal issues in academic publications,
magazines, and his weblog, The Update,
at www.themelaw.com.

store – whether it’s a different light dis-
play or maybe some special eyeglasses
that create still more magic for the eyes.
There is no question that the Osborne
Family Spectacle of Lights has become a
very special holiday tradition at Disney-
MGM Studios.”

Interestingly, with all this investment,
you might think that the Spectacle of
Lights would require a separately 
ticketed admission. However, as of yet,
that has never been the case. Instead,
admission to this event is included 
with a guest’s regularly paid admis-
sion to the Studios theme park.
Clearly, an example of where
Disney World has concluded that
the additional regular admissions,
and related revenue, generated by
this yearly event are sufficient to
justify including it as part of a regu-
lar admission. This is obviously a
strategy that requires careful plan-
ning and budgeting, but one that
likely generates some serious good-
will among guests when they real-
ize that their regularly paid admis-
sion includes such an incredible
bonus each holiday season.

Admission Included 
with Additional Premium
Pricing Option Available

Dating all the way back to the
early days of the original
Disneyland in Anaheim, California,
one of the classic Disney holiday
special events has been its
Candlelight Processional—a dra-
matic retelling of the Christmas
story by a celebrity narrator who is
accompanied by a mass choir and
50-piece orchestra. This high-emo-
tion production is now performed
several times per night at Disney
World’s Epcot theme park during
the holiday season with guest narra-
tors this year ranging from musician
Stephen Curtis Chapman to talk
show host Phil Donahue to actor
Jim Caviezel, who played Jesus him-
self in Mel Gibson’s recent hit movie,
The Passion of the Christ.

And, while Epcot guests may attend
this event as part of their regular admis-
sion to the park, many savvy guests have
learned that most of the best seats are
generally reserved for those who pur-
chase a special Candlelight Processional
dinner package. This additional premium
pricing option provides the guest with a
reservation at one of Epcot’s various
table service restaurants and a preset
menu from which to choose (package
pricing varies depending on which
restaurant is selected, with top-tier ones
like the French-themed Chefs de France

costing the most). Also included in the
package is special reserved seating to the
performance, a real plus when you con-
sider that many of the performances end
up reaching maximum capacity 
each evening.

This approach to special event plan-
ning can be a win-win for guests and
Disney alike as it provides an opportuni-
ty for all guests to attend as part of their
regular admission, but also provides an
incentive for some guests to purchase the
additional premium price option—pro-

viding them with special features and
Disney with enhanced revenues.
According to Herbst, “For many of our
guests, it makes their visit a very special,
complete evening package – dinner and
a terrific live holiday show.”

Separately Priced 
Admission Event

Another approach that Disney World
takes as part of its holiday festival is the
separately priced admission event. At
Disney World, this occurs in the form of
Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party
where, on selected nights each holiday

season, the Magic Kingdom theme park
closes after regular operating hours and
then re-opens for this separately ticketed
event. “The event has been so popular,”
Herbst said, “that there are 14 parties –
more than ever before – this year.”

The “party” itself includes event-exclu-
sive happenings such as a specially-
themed parade, holiday storytelling, live
shows, and a snow effect falling each
evening along Main Street U.S.A. In addi-
tion, it also includes exclusive holiday
merchandise that can only be purchased

during this special event, as well as
the opportunity for guests to ride
select attractions that also re-open
for the event.

Obviously, the fixed costs of
event-specific parades, shows, and
extended attraction hours can be
substantial in terms of labor,
maintenance, and planning—likely
much more so than the other
events that make up Disney
World’s holiday festival. So, to
address this reality, Disney World
has designed Mickey’s Very Merry
Christmas Party as a separately
priced event apart from regular
admission to the Magic Kingdom.
Doing so, allows it to recoup its
investment while also providing
the guests with unique experiences
exclusive to the event, in addition
to providing for limited admission
totals so that the guests can experi-
ence the event at a somewhat less-
packed pace.

Lessons Learned
If your festival or facility is con-

sidering expanding into the holi-
day season (or simply beefing up
your current offerings), Disney
World’s resort-wide holiday festival
provides a helpful glimpse into
several different pricing and plan-
ning options that you might use—
albeit possibly on a somewhat
smaller level. Whatever the case, if
you find these offerings com-

pelling, we highly recommend check-
ing them out yourself. 

We think you’ll find that “research”
has never been so much fun!
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IDEAS
ON A SMALL BUDGET

By Gail Lowney Alofsin
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While the “Big Ideas” evolved through 
persistence, energy and endless hours 
- in the end, it was enthusiasm and follow 
through that built the events into what 
they are today. If you insist on limita-
tions, limited you will be! If you have 
high expectations of yourself and your 
event, you can achieve results beyond 
what you deemed possible. We grew 
from one event and six private events to 
5 festivals and over 100 smaller events. 
Additionally, we grew our sponsorship 
budget by 5700%! 

While marketing experts contend there 
are 5 P’s in business inclusive of Product, 
Place, Positioning, Price and Promotion, 
the “BIG Ideas” focus is on Promotion.  It 
all comes back to who knows you.

Marketing is a close sibling of sales.  
Marketing is the set of activities used to 
get your potential customer’s attention or 
re-new a current client’s interest in your 
programs. After the interest is piqued, 
the next step is to motivate the client 
to purchase your program – as an event 
attendee, craft or specialty vendor or 
corporate sponsor and to continue to pur-
chase your product.   In essence, the key 
to effective and affordable marketing is 
focused on how you define and promote 
your event with a focus on maintaining a 
relationship with a variety of customers.  

1. Communication 101
Back to Basics

Whether you are working for a Fortune 
500 company or an event/festival, it is 
imperative to communicate as sales and 
marketing professionals. When working 

with your sponsors, many of your clients 
are Fortune 500 companies. As profes-
sionals, there are a few simple communi-
cation measures to follow. Technol-
ogy, while a time saver, can also be 
an intruder. 

Voicemail: When you call a perspec-
tive sponsor, you must remember to leave 
your phone number at the beginning 
of the message – speaking slowly and 
articulately. We have all received mara-
thon voicemail messages and the phone 
number (if left at all) is rushed, once, at 
the end of the message and you have to 
replay it over and over. Messages should 
be energetic, brief and polite.

Assumption: if calling from a wireless 
phone – do not assume that the recipi-
ent has your message or number – many 
times wireless calls come through 
as static. 

Email: We have all witnessed mis-
understandings through email. When-
ever possible, pick up the phone! When 
emailing clients – be professional. Avoid 
email shortcuts and slang. Whenever pos-
sible – keep emails brief – you can always 
attach a document with extensive details. 

Write it down! My former Pepsi 
client and good friend, Susan Hayhurst, 
would joke about my “penmanship 
book” as I took copious notes when we 
worked together on the AquafinA Taste 
of Rhode Island. While we run from one 
meeting or project to the next, the item 
that you forget to write down, may be the 
important item that results in an event 
disaster. In short – write it down – make 
it happen!   

2. “Just the fax, ‘ma’am’ ”
In developing any new business, there 

are simple communication tools that are 
required. These items include corporate 
letterhead, envelope, business card and a 
fax cover sheet. Many organizations and 
events will use these items to list their 
board of directors or corporate affilia-
tions (i.e. IFEA). We used the collateral to 
list all of the festivals and events that we 
produce – the Schweppes Great Chowder 
Cook-Off, Snapple Sunset Music Festi-
val, Newport Waterfront Irish Festival, 
AquafinA Taste of Rhode Island and 
International Oktoberfest. Our events 
with logos are prominently listed on the 
left column. If you are able to procure a 
print sponsor, request notepads with your 
logos and events. These notepads can be 
distributed to your corporate sponsors 
and local businesses inclusive of your 
Convention and Visitors Bureau and 
concierge desks of hotels. This is a simple 
way to stay “Top of Mind” with the local 
and regional community.

You can expand this concept with 
thank you cards (list event/property on 
back of card), music on hold (instead 
of music on hold – create a tape with 
all your events that are of interest to the 
listener) and of course your website. Your 
website content must be updated for the 
perspective customer so they can procure 
as much info as possible.

3. “Swing your partner-round 
and round”

Many of your corporate sponsors will 
have activation budgets to augment their 

One of the best lessons in “Zero 
based budgeting” is the simple arith-
metic of no existing budget at all! 

Flash back, the scenario in 1988 
was no budget…and I mean no bud-
get! We had one festival, The Motts 
Clamato/Schweppes Great Chowder 
Cook-Off with a very modest com-
bined sponsorship of $17,500 and 
we were operating in the red. The 
revenue streams were limited to atten-
dance and sponsorship. The conces-
sion sales benefi ted the Kiwanis Club 
of Newport. “Lobster Man” with young boy at the Schweppes Great Chowder 

Cook Off
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sponsorship. Two popular, low cost and 
highly visible assets of your event are the 
official bag and wristband sponsorships

Cloth, Paper or Plastic bags used at 
the main gate, t-shirt booth and by your 
craft vendors are often a popular market-
ing medium for corporate sponsorship 
investment. With enough lead time, you 
can work with your sponsor to have their 
logo on one side and your event, property 
or venue imprinted on the other side. As 
a quality plastic bag will be used an aver-
age of 6 times, this is an excellent way to 
brand your property and sponsor. 

Wristbands used for entry, identifica-
tion or as a measure to count attendees, 
are another opportunity to brand your 
event name (or website) in addition to 
the sponsors. When selling this right to 
a sponsor, the sponsorship investment 
should reflect more than the cost of the 
band as this is one of the most visible 
sponsorships of an event. The sponsor-
ship investment should reflect the expo-
sure and impressions.

4. “Be Everywhere”
There is BIG value in media partners 

which are usually in-kind (non cash) 
sponsors.

Print and electronic (radio and televi-
sion) media partners are ideal partners for 
your event. Television and radio partners 

can offer a range of promotional oppor-
tunities inclusive of media coverage, psa’s 
(professional service announcements) and 
celebrity appearances. As a sponsor of our 
Sovereign Bank Skating Center, our televi-
sion sponsor, ABC-6, created a short pro-
motional video for our website (skatenew-
port.com). The web promo was designed 
to be energetic, informative and hip, 
peaking the interest of potential visitors. 
The shortened 30 second television promo 
aligned with the web promo. Additionally, 
our ABC-6 sponsor was on site for the tree 
lighting ceremony and interviewed the 
President of Sovereign Bank. 

In over two decades of working with 
radio sponsors, we have worked on many 
programs inclusive of promotional spots 
for the events. One of the most successful 
programs has been radio on-air visits to 
promote our food festivals, inclusive of 
bringing a variety of chowders and chefs 
to promote our Schweppes Great Chow-
der Cook-Off, knockwurst and sauerkraut 
to promote the International Oktoberfest 
and culinary delicacies from throughout 
the state of RI to promote the Taste of 
Rhode Island. For the past three years, 
our radio partner has produced a “Kids 
and Family” area at two of our festivals 
inclusive of activities and entertainment 
for families to enjoy. This “event within 
an event” is paid for by the radio station. 

Young boy with Ron the Balloon Man and Clyde the Clam at the Schweppes Great Chowder 
Cook Off.

Two young Irish dancers enjoying a laugh at the Newport Waterfront Irish Festival.
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5. SNAP OUT OF IT!
Visual memories in the form of Photos, 

Albums, Collages, and Videos keep an 
event top of mind for your sponsors, 
vendors and attendees. “Meet and Greet” 
photos of clients with celebrities at 
concerts and sporting events will be front 
and center on the walls of the corporate 
headquarters. There is certainly an intan-
gible value to capturing memories of your 
clients and attendees enjoying time with 
their families at your event with clowns, 
clam cakes and a harbor view. You cannot 
put a price on photo memories! Note to 
self – “TOP OF MIND” = RENEWALS!

6. Economics 101 - “There’s 
no such thing as a free 
lunch?”

One of the lessons that I have chal-
lenged from Economics 101 is the Milton 
Friedman principle that “There is no 
such thing as a free lunch”. Your clients 
will offer advice on your event if asked. 
Success and growth for your events can be 
garnered from concise and focused meet-
ings - both externally and internally.

External:
You can review the best ideas for 

improving and enhancing your events 
by hosting Advisory Boards focused on 
vision and growth. These meetings can be 
comprised of your team and external cli-
ents including representatives from spon-
sors, participating restaurants, vendors 
and non–profit organizations. On a more 
advanced level, once you have several 
sponsors, you will want to gather a group 
of them together each year for a Sponsor 
Summit to encourage synergy and busi-
ness to business opportunities with each 
other. The more they can benefit from 
involvement with you, the more likely 
they will be to return. 

Internal:
Wrap Up and Strategy Meetings with 

your event team focused on the “good, 
the bad and the ugly” offer an opportu-
nity to disseminate the attendee, vendor 
and attendee surveys in an effort to pro-
duce a better event each year. Once the 
strategy has been outlined, you will want 
to determine how often you should meet 
as a complete team to stay focused on 
your spirited and exciting event!

7. “Honey, I forgot the kids!” 
Remembering “the kids” is a power-

ful BIG idea. If the kids like your event 
and become your “raving fan”, they will 
return again and again. Free admission 
for children, acquisition of unique and 
interesting talent, complimentary creative 
and educational activities will enhance 
your family programming. In the Sponsor 

hospitality tent – face painting, balloons 
and a moonwalk will offer activities to 
keep the children active and a natural en-
vironment for clients to meet each other 
through their children. The price is right 
when you trade the balloonist, caricature 
artist, face painter and moonwalk a dis-
counted or complimentary space at the 
event in exchange for a few hours of free 
services in your corporate hospitality tent.

8. “Pizza Man”
The local pizza parlor and/or pizza 

chain can be one of your biggest sources 
of promotion. Providing an event flyer for 
the pizza box and if applicable – includ-
ing a discount, offers a creative way to 
reach families and college students. In 
exchange for putting your information on 
the box, the pizza company will be look-
ing for an opportunity to sell or sample 
pizza at your event. If that opportunity is 
not available, tickets to the event and any 
business you can refer their way will keep 
this relationship solvent.

9. “The Boomerang Effect”
While the reason to align with a non-

profit group is to work with your heart, 
there are benefits for an event. The good 
that you will do comes right back at you 
– like a boomerang. While you can offer 
a non-profit partial or full gate proceeds, 
concession income, or t-shirt revenue, 
you are also offering a venue to reach 
hundreds or thousands of attendees in a 
leisurely setting. Our non-profits benefit
from aligning with one of our corporate 
sponsors and setting up raffle tables and 
silent auction tents.

Non-profit partners can offer you ac-
cess to their mailing lists and manpower. 

One of most priceless gifts that a non-
profit partner can offer is a “Letter to the 
Editor” to your local paper about how 
much money they raised, what a great op-
portunity the event offered and how kind 
and generous you were to work with. 

10. “SIMPLY THE BEST!!”
Share the passion and the enthusiasm 

that you have for your event! Your pas-
sion will show in your eyes and tone, the 
energy that you radiate will be addic-
tive! The formula begins with finding
your strengths, harnessing your energy, 
maintaining your motivation, having 
fun and creating your own “Magic” again 
and again! Passion will always supersede 
reason – brand yourself and your event 
with this passion!

Irish dancing team Performing at the Newport Waterfront Irish Festival.

 Gail Lowney Alofsin is the Director 
of Corporate Partnerships for
Newport Harbor Corporation, 
Newport, Rhode Island where she 
focuses on sponsorship procurement 
and execution for Newport Harbor 
Corporation in addition to assisting 
with event marketing and opera-
tions. Since 1999, Gail has served 
as an Adjunct Professor at the 
University of Rhode Island and also 
teaches professional development 
at Johnson and Wales University. 
She leads seminars throughout the 
United States focused on sales and 
marketing, time management, nego-
tiation, work/life balance and project 
management. Gail can be reached at 
gail@newportharbor.com or on her 
Nextel wireless at 401-640-4418.
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Creating Memorable 
Experiences

As with most industries, innovation 
and creativity is an essential key to suc-
cess for event professionals. We all recog-
nize that in our experience industry it is 
important that we design memorable mo-
ments for our audiences. This of course 
involves presenting experiences beyond 
the expectations of our audience. 

Brain experts have found that simi-
lar experiences erase each other on our 
“memory surface.” In other words, if you 
go for example to a zoo once in your life, 
you will be able to remember specifi c 
details of that particular visit. After going 
to the zoo several times, it becomes very 
hard to distinguish one visit from anoth-
er, as all the memories blur together as “a 
visit to the zoo.” Research shows that the 
most memorable are your fi rst visit and 
those that were exceptional.

The same applies to events. To make 
yours the one that stands out in the 
minds of a public that will have no doubt 
experienced many festivals and events, 
yours need to be exceptional. Similarly, 
where a given event is repeated on an 
annual basis, you must work especially 
hard to ensure that people want to come 
back year after year. Many events tend to 
do the same thing over and over again, 
which often results in these events strug-
gling to compete for “attention” in a 
world in which the choice of experiential 
media increases almost monthly. 

One key to solving this is the element 
of surprise. To achieve surprise you need 
to be innovative.

Creative Building Blocks
When re-designing your event, you 

should consider all building blocks as 
elements that you might wish to change 
and not just the most obvious ones such 
as your entertainment programming. 

It is good practice to deconstruct your 
event in your mind from time to time 
and rebuild it from scratch, starting from 
the large building blocks down to the 
smallest elements that make up each 

block. The large building blocks of 
your event may include:

• Venues (building, tent, street, 
square, park, stage, ship, etc.)

• Program (artists, entertainers, 
vendors, spectators, etc.)

• Tickets (single event, multiple-
event pass, etc.)

• Promotional items (brochure, 
banner, advertising, etc.)

• Hospitality (VIP areas, exclusive 
parties, priority seating, etc.)

• Staff (volunteers, hired crew, 
vendors, etc.)

Our mind sees combined strings of 
information for each of the above build-
ing blocks, and the bigger these building 
blocks are, the less freedom you have to 
rearrange them. Therefore, to come up 
with alternative solutions, a good tech-
nique is to divide the blocks into smaller 
pieces before you start construction.

For example: A ticket is a piece of paper 
that you buy or collect at the Box Offi ce 
and is proof of your right of entry into a 
particular show.

One innovation that we have seen in 
our industry in recent years is that the tick-
et no longer has to be bought or collected 
at the box-offi ce. Many ticket-systems now 
include the possibility for the customer to 
print the ticket (still a piece of paper) at 
home. Another approach to reinvent the 
building block ‘ticket’ is by replacing the 
traditional material paper for alternatives, 
such as chocolate bars, buttons, wrist-
bands or a stamp on your hand. 

As paper tickets also sometimes include 
coupons for specifi c promotions or parts 
of the program, now wristbands offer the 
same feature with parts of the wristband 
that can be detached. A nice variation 
of the ‘stamp on the hand’, according to 
fellow IFEA member, Kelven Tan, CFEE of 

the Singapore Flyer, is to use invisible ink 
that lights up at the security gates with 
special UV “black light.” Imagine how 
good that could look under disco lights if 
it were a nice logo.

Asking the Right Questions
For innovative ideas you need to 

change your building blocks and ask 
yourself the right questions. Often re-
phrasing your question can make all the 
difference to the outcome. A question sets 
you off in a certain direction and thus has 
an impact on your destination.

For example: “How do I prevent my 
visitors from getting tired too early?” 
Might trigger answers such as:
• By making visitors have to walk less far 

by providing transport such as a shuttle 
between venues.

• By making visitors have to walk less far 
by changing the layout of the site.

• But now change the question to: “How 
can I give my visitors more energy?” 
And your answers may change to:

• By providing visitors with an area to 
rest and chill out.

• By providing visitors with energetic 
food and drinks.
By formulating your question or prob-

lem in different ways, you change your 
perspective offering more and perhaps 
better solutions. 

Albert Einstein, one of the greatest 
proponents of creativity, was once asked 
what he would do if he were told that 
a comet approaching the earth would 
destroy the planet in exactly one hour. 
He answered that he would use fi fty fi ve 
minutes to focus on the question and the 
remaining fi ve to solve it.

Secret Revealed: Being 
Creative is Not for the 
Gifted Alone

As a long time member of IFEA, I have 
attended many conferences over the years 
and remember a number of speakers 
touching on the subject of “Creativity.” 
Some had given useful titbits on how to 
unlock your creative thinking and to think 

Becoming Effective in Creating
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“outside the box.” The more memorable 
ones presented techniques to stimulate 
the right-brain hemisphere, since Creativ-
ity is all about the right-brain hemisphere.

However, I had never gone home from a 
conference with more than a cursory under-
standing on how our creative brain actually 
works or more than a few handy tips on 
how to break through creative “blocks.” It 
seemed that the standard recipe advocated 
to generate new ideas was brainstorming. 

Brainstorming can indeed be a very 
powerful method to generate new ideas, 
but by listening to feedback and comments 
from colleagues, I concluded that perhaps 
brainstorming sessions may not be getting 
administered correctly. Although most 
knew the rules for an effective brainstorm 
session, it seemed some were “selective” in 
which rule they chose to adhere to, which 
often indicated a limited understanding 
of the principles. Moreover, I wondered 
whether this rule selection also interfered 
with the creative process per se.

Unfortunately, many presentations on 
creativity in our industry leave you with 
the question: How does one actually do 
it? Too often you are made to believe 
that being creative is a gift and not a skill 
that you can learn. As with everything 
else, some things come more naturally 
to some people than to others. But if you 
feel that you are not fl uent in creating 
ideas, you may be pleased to learn that 
you can become highly effective in creat-
ing innovative ideas, once you under-
stand the principles.

When focusing on a new skill we often 
go straight for the How? However, to be 

effective in using our brain creatively, 
we fi rst need to understand the way our 
creative brain thinks. We also need to 
be aware that our brains have natural 
strengths and weaknesses when it comes 
to creating innovative ideas. 

Through my research, I discovered what 
I call: Creative Handicaps. In this context, 
Creative Handicaps are the limitations 
of our creative mind, each highlighting a 
reason why you might not be effective in 
your attempts to be innovative. The most 
well known is the fact that we all think 
reproductively.

Our brains are programmed to think 
reproductively. Like with automatic 
refl exes, it comes naturally to produce 
the same response to a certain question. 
That’s why we automatically keep gener-
ating the same ideas. 

To paraphrase Tony Robbins, life coach 
to the rich and famous: 

“If you think the way you’ve always 
thought, you’ll get what you’ve always 
gotten.”

To be creative, you have to go beyond 
the fi rst response and learn to think dif-
ferently. 

Other research has shown that success-
ful creative geniuses, like Einstein, shared 
their thoughts with colleagues whom 
they could trust; to be able to talk about 
theories, concepts and ideas with peers 
that understand your subject matter.

Those that do, have a clear advantage 
over colleagues who are reluctant to open-
ly share their work in progress. It not only 
helps to discuss your subject to crystallize 
your own thoughts, but feedback from 

your peers will enable you to further de-
velop and successfully nurture your ideas.

To fulfi l this requirement, your mem-
bership in a professional association such 
as the IFEA, is of course very valuable 
indeed. To be creative in our jobs and 
to produce innovative ideas we all need 
stimulus from a variety of sources ranging 
from attending a conference or lecture, 
reading books and magazines, to visiting 
other events, travelling and networking 
with colleagues - all on a continual basis. 
From this foundation of awareness, cre-
ativity becomes a natural by-product to 
be used in enhancing your events.

To discover more about the creative pro-
cess and techniques that every event creator 
should know, you can read about them 
in “A Left-Brain Manual on Creativity” for 
Event Managers, a condensed e-book that 
focuses on explaining the three creative 
handicaps and how to effectively deal with 
them, reviewed in this issue of “ie.”

Jeroen Mourik is the President of 
JMEF, and works as a Creative Con-
sultant. He also serves as President 
of IFEA Europe. He has over 15 years 
experience in the events industry. He is 
currently working as a freelance Cre-
ative Consultant and can be reached 
at: jeroen.mourik@ifeaeurope.com

“A Left-Brain Manual on Creativity” by 
Jeroen Mourik is available in e-book for-
mat at www.ifeaeurope.com. The e-book 
purchase includes a 12 month subscrip-
tion to the “Creative Fellowship.”

By Jeroen Mourik
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With worldwide traveling shows and permanent productions in 
Las Vegas and Orlando, Cirque du Soleil has become an inter-
national entertainment juggernaut—to date performing for over 
70 million guests since its 1984 debut. Yet, while most guests 

experience this eclectic blend of theater and carnival from an audience seat, 
the company has increasingly expanded its efforts in the area of special events. 
Indeed, Cirque du Soleil staffs a large special events group that focuses on 
integrating the Cirque magic into both large and small group gatherings.

Recently, “i.e.” Magazine visited with Cirque offi cials to discuss how the 
award-winning creative group has continued to enhance their special event 
offerings. What we quickly found is that, more than magic, the company’s ap-
proach relies on clever and evolving strategies to market its unique product. 

Adding Special Group Space at Existing Events
Each year, the Montreal-based Cirque dispatches several touring shows 

across the globe. In 2007, these included two arena shows as well as six shows 
presented under a mobile, tent-like venue. Ranging from North America to 
Europe and the Pacifi c Rim, the touring shows perform before hundreds of 
thousands of guests during a given year.

And, while almost any seat at a Cirque show offers a great experience, 
like many other events, the company is embracing opportunities to reach the 
lucrative group and corporate sales market. Headlining this effort is 

Cirque du Soleil 
Special Events

By Chad D. Emerson
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“Tapis Rouge—the ultimate Cirque du 
Soleil VIP Experience”—a traveling suite 
and lounge venue that accompanies the 
touring shows during their run.

Since opening fi ve years ago, the Tapis 
Rouge suite has offered guests the opportu-
nity to upgrade their ticket to include pre-
show and intermission access to a relaxed 
environment similar to a hospitality suite. 
However, this is hardly your average hos-
pitality room. Rather, at Tapis Rouge, guests 
enjoy VIP treatment with access to food 
and beverage service in a setting almost as 
dramatic as the actual show.

The success of the program is dem-
onstrated by the fact that more than 
600 companies have invited upwards 
of 100,000 attendees to Tapis Rouge for 
everything from incentive awards to busi-
ness development. As you can imagine, 
that’s a lot of extra revenue beyond the 
existing ticket sales.

However, as with many such programs, 
keeping the experience fresh and unique is 
a big key to success. So, Cirque has recently 
revamped the program and added another 
layer of VIP treatment to its repertoire.

Different Levels of VIP Access
Originally, the Tapis Rouge program 

consisted of a large, mobile “suite” that 
was available to almost any guest willing 
to purchase the upgrade. While this set-up 
certainly offered group and corporate op-
portunities, there was not an easy way to 
provide for group privacy within the suite. 

So, as part of its new “Tapis Rouge Cor-
porate” program, the company has added 
two new mobile “lounges” to the suite. 
Designed for groups of 24 to 75, lounge 
guests have access to the Tapis Rouge ameni-
ties within a private setting reserved for that 
group. Plus, for groups that rent a lounge 
(which is available for $2,000 with the pur-
chase of at least 24 Tapis Rouge VIP tickets), 
Cirque offers a variety of extra benefi ts.

These include: assigned waiter and 
account executive service, use of a guest 
welcome board, will call table, and use of 
the show signature for event invitations.

And, in an effort to broaden its appeal 
(and, in doing so, increase its revenue) 
Cirque has further refi ned its group and 
corporate efforts by offering “Tapis Rouge
Nationwide”. Under this program, Cirque 
teams with corporate groups that main-
tain subsidiaries—or clients—across the 
country to coordinate lounge rentals as 
the show tours different North American 
cities. This allows companies to offer the 
unique Tapis Rouge experience to employ-
ees and clients located near one of the 
many Cirque tour stops—saving the need 
to fl y these groups to a single destination.

The overall success for the entire Tapis 
Rouge program remains clear among 
clients. Indeed, as Dan Osipow, Sponsor-
ship Director for iShares, notes “Since P
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Chad D. Emerson is an Associ-
ate Professor of Law at Faulkner 
University’s Jones School of Law. 

He is a frequent lecturer, author, 
and consultant in the area of amuse-
ment and hospitality law. Chad is 
also the author of: The Continuing 
Showdown Over Who Should Regu-
late Amusement Attraction Safety: A 
Critical Analysis of Why Fixed-Site
Amusement Attraction Safety Should
Remain State-Governed published 
by the Seton Hall Legislative Journal.

He is the Editor and Administrator 
of the amusement industry’s lead-
ing legal, business, and regulatory 
website—ThemeLaw at themelaw.
blogspot.com and a Contributing 
Writer for a variety of leisure and 
special events industry magazines, 
including a regular column entitled 
The Large Park Report for Tourist At-
tractions & Parks Magazine. 

Chad D. Emerson can be contacted 
by telephone at (334) 386-7536, or 
by e-mail at cemerson@faulkner.edu.

we began our partnership with Cirque du 
Soleil as the presenting sponsor of its U.S. 
Touring Shows, we have witnessed fi rst 
hand the success of the client hospital-
ity component of our relationship. From 
market to market - Dallas to Los Angeles 
- we continue to receive fantastic feed-
back from our clients for the events we 
organize in Tapis Rouge. This unique type 
of corporate hosting is truly fi rst class 
and put forth in a way that differentiates 
our clients’ experience from anything else 
they’ve attended.”

All in all, as Cirque travels the country, 
the company has developed a deft strat-
egy for generating revenue by offering 
a “movable” VIP experience that tours 
with the show itself. Yet, when it comes 
to group and corporate strategies, the 
group’s efforts aren’t limited to temporary 
venues. Indeed, while the permanent 
Cirque shows in Las Vegas and Orlando 
are the headliners, the special event 
concepts developed to complement these 
productions demonstrate the magic of 
Cirque in their own respect.

Incorporating Premium Op-
tions Into Permanent Shows

For the company’s permanent Las Vegas 
shows, Cirque incorporates many of the 
Tapis Rouge amenities into its group and 
VIP programs. However, the similarities 
typically stop there as, unlike the touring 
shows, the Las Vegas venues are fi xed-sites 
that not only offer event space but, on 
most nights, must also double as the foyer 
and theater for the actual shows. Plus, the 
constraints of being located inside a casi-
no resort—where every inch of fl oor space 
is a potential revenue generator—adds a 
sense of urgency to developing event space 
as effi ciently as possible. But, now that 
they have a decade plus of experience in 
Vegas event planning, the Cirque team has 
fi ne-tuned its special event offerings.

According to Anita Nelving, Director 
of Public Relations for Cirque, “Our sales 
professionals are experts at creating unique 
and custom made pre or post show experi-
ences that take the Cirque du Soleil show 
experience to a whole other level. From 
drinks and dinner at the best restaurants 
in Las Vegas to interactions with Cirque 
du Soleil artists and one of a kind photo 
opportunities - the Cirque du Soleil group 
experience in Las Vegas is unforgettable.

Not surprisingly though, Mystère at 
Treasure Island, the company’s fi rst Vegas 
production, offers much less in terms 
of special event space than other show 
theaters as it was built before the recent 
boom in corporate and group marketing. 
However, more recent Cirque shows such 
as KÀ at the MGM Grand and Zuman-
ity at New York-New York, commonly 
generate additional receipts for the venue 
by cleverly offering event space without 

detracting from the experience of the 
general audience. 

At KÀ, this often involves group events 
located in bar space adjacent to the main 
foyer. Here, groups can customize the 
setting for their event while non-group 
guests can still gather in the foyer prior to 
the show. Similarly, at Zumanity, groups 
can buy-out reception space inside the 
show foyer where—among other eclectic 
features—they can view old movie clips 
through peepholes with sensors that 
notice when guests are standing at the 
peephole and, somewhat magically, play 
the accompanying audio.

However, Cirque’s most unique event 
space to date is opening at the Bellagio, 
home to “O” the group’s water-themed 
show. Until recently, the venue layout did 
not allow for many group event oppor-
tunities. However, a new gallery will be 
opening at Bellagio - The Art of Richard 
MacDonald - near the “O” Theatre. The 
gallery will host a collection from MacDon-
ald, a renowned fi gurative sculpture, while 
also offering one of the more unique event 
space options in town. A great example of 
how, when designing space, the possibility 
of generating group event revenue should 
be considered from the onset.

Ultimately, whether it is a touring show 
or a permanent theater, Cirque du Soleil 
has discovered that adding a group event or 
VIP component to their offerings can gen-

erate additional revenue without distracting 
from the overall show environment. 

A clever new spin, indeed, on the clas-
sic big-top production.
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In the movie To Wong Foo, Thanks for Everything, Julie Newmar, one of the 
characters who helps plan a fantastic and dramatic festival while stranded 
in a small rural town, optimistically vows at the end: “I’m gonna make 
Hollywood wherever I am at!” 

After having worked on events ranging from parties at the Vice President’s 
Residence in Washington, D.C. and superstar-studded activities in Nashville to 
organizing press for Holiday Open Houses at a local convent and raising money 
for charity, and everything imaginable in-between, I have adopted this quote as 
my PR and event planning motto. Why can’t every event we organize be a Holly-
wood premiere, a White House gala, a Nashville debut, or some other behemoth 
of events, no matter where we are? Well, they can be, in spirit. 

If we approach our event planning and the accompanying public relations 
with this attitude, no matter if we are planning a small hometown festival or an 
iconic parade, a holiday bazaar or an A-List gala, there will be no limits to the 
ride on which we can take our guests.

Realizing early on that event planning and PR must blend together seamlessly, 
it is the following fi ve step blueprint that has provided the inspiration for my 
philosophy of always thinking BIG when it comes to choreographing a spectacle.

PR STEP 1: THE IDEA: THINK BIG

As people’s lives become increasingly hectic, it is becoming all the more 
diffi cult to capture and hold their attentions and in the end, get them to attend 
events. The sheer competition between the growing number of events in any 
given season of the year doesn’t help either. Come November and December, 
there might be upwards of fi ve or more events fi ghting for the same audience 
in one night. 

With this in mind, please, please, please do everything in your power to resist 
the tempting forces of the cliché and boring when it comes to event planning. 
To begin with, we must resolve ourselves to the fact that rubber chicken benefi t 
dinners don’t cut it anymore. It never ceases to amaze me how quickly event 
committees decide to rely on the same lackluster tactics they have employed for 

The 5 Steps for Promoting 
the Social Event of the Season

Choreographing
a Spectacle

by John Schlimm
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years, only to wonder why their events 
end up devoid of both excitement and 
interest from the public. 

Like many event organizers, I have sat 
through tedious meetings wanting to 
pull my hair out, thinking, WHY do these 
people insist on going deep inside some 
boxed-up mentality when there are so 
many possibilities at our disposal? That’s 
when I usually chime in, bursting outside 
the limiting and often closed-minded box, 
attempting to take the committee in a 
whole new direction. My goal is always the
same: To get my fellow committee mem-
bers to forego the worn-out event tactics of 
yesterday and to think BIG for tomorrow. 

Early on in my days serving in the Vice 
President’s Communications Offi ce and lat-
er as a celebrity publicist in Nashville, I saw 
the supernovas of event planning and PR in 
action. I had the opportunity to participate 
in the process fi rsthand, learning from the 
best in the business. It is those experiences 
and that spry spirit I have brought to every 
event I have worked on since.

A few years ago, I was approached by 
the fund developer for our small home-
town’s hospital about doing a community 
cookbook to raise money for women’s 
health initiatives. Everyone is familiar 
with what I call the “church-style,” spiral-
bound cookbooks. Although they have a 
long tradition on the fundraising circuit, 
these cookbooks rarely ever show any 
attempt at real creativity or any fore-
thought as to why someone would 
actually want to buy the cookbook as 
opposed to feeling obligated to buy it. Yet, 
the concept itself has limitless potential.

I suggested that instead we create a 
truly unique and unprecedented cook-
book containing recipes from celebrities 
who were either born in our home state 

The Pennsylvania Celebrities Cookbook was a 
creative alternative to the traditional commu-
nity-style fundraising cookbooks. It also served 
as the impetus for The Celebrities Gala, creating 
a cohesive PR campaign and a “social event of 
the season” spectacle. The fi nale at The Celebri-
ties Gala was a booksigning for The Pennsylva-
nia Celebrities Cookbook. On that night, this 
cookbook was signed by the main celebrities in 
attendance. Celebrity groundhog, Punxsutawney 
Phil, and some of his entourage from The Punx-
sutawney Groundhog Club autographed the title 
page of The Pennsylvania Celebrities Cookbook 
during a special appearance on behalf of the 
cookbook at the Ridgway Chainsaw Carvers 
Rendezvous. Former PA Senator and recipe 
contributor Rick Santorum later signed the same 
page at another event. The recipe was sent by 
Pennsylvania resident and former First Daughter 
Julie Nixon Eisenhower and her husband. The 
Flyer for The Celebrities Gala was plastered all 
over the town and surrounding towns.
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of Pennsylvania or who in some way 
impacted our state. It would be titled 
The Pennsylvania Celebrities Cookbook.
I further suggested that the hospital 
should host The Celebrities Gala to 
launch the cookbook. I could already 
see the headlines. It would be billed as 
the “social event of the season.” And, I 
was determined it would live up to that 
distinction. (By the way, every event you 
work on should be billed to the media 
and public alike as the “social event of 
the season” – The impact of those fi ve 
little words can be a priceless aid in your 
publicity campaign to win over public 
perception and interest. Of course, it is 
then up to you to fulfi ll that promise.)

Furthermore, as part of our thinking 
BIG about the event, we invited Survivor:
Amazon champion and Pittsburgh native 
Jenna Morasca to write the Foreword for 
the cookbook and to headline The Celeb-
rities Gala. Her mother had passed away 
from cancer a few years earlier, which 
made her a perfect fi t as our keynote 
speaker. As a lucky bonus, she said she 
would bring along her boyfriend, Ethan 
Zohn, the million dollar winner 
of Survivor: Africa.

Suddenly, the simple idea of doing 
a community cookbook had gone BIG 
time with a little imagination and a 
two-for-one magical touch of celebrity. 
It was PR gold.

Step 1 was completed. A fabulous 
spectacle had been set in motion.

PR STEP 2: THE TEAM: THINK COMPETENT

Members of event committees invari-
ably fall into one of two main categories: 
Those who are open-minded and hard 
workers and those who love to voice their 
opinions and bask in any prestige (or 
press articles) but don’t do much else. 
I doubt this dynamic will ever change. 
However, in organizing an event, it’s vital-
ly important to have at least one or more 
members of the team who understand and 
can adequately execute the core elements 
of PR. These duties include establishing 
good relationships with the media, writing 
press materials, speaking well during inter-
views, and knowing how to implement a 
cohesive and creative PR campaign. 

(An example of whom not to choose:
For one event I worked on, we were sam-
pling some cookies we were thinking of 
serving. After taking a bite of one 
particular cookie, the paid-PR person for the 
hosting organization, as opposed to oth-
ers of us who were volunteers, exclaimed, 
“Them cookies was good!” Needless to say, 
I made sure to keep that person as far away 
as possible from all the promotional writ-
ing and interviews for the event.) 

Event PR is a hit-the-ground-running 
venture. There’s not much time for on the 
job training and so competence from the 
very start is a valuable asset. Members of 
the PR team need to be well-versed in 
every detail of an event, not only sculpt-
ing the desired event image from words 
and actions, but ensuring everything runs 
as smoothly and problem-free as possible.

One humorous incident sticks out in 
my mind, exemplifying the importance of 
having an attentive PR team in place for 
an event. Our Celebrities Gala keynote 
speaker, Jenna Morasca, had posed in 
Playboy magazine following her winning 
stint on Survivor. Considering the conser-
vative demographics of our small town, 
the hospital fund developer suggested we 
should check out Jenna’s Playboy spread 
to make sure it wasn’t something that 
could hurt the image of the event since 
she was our headliner (i.e., We didn’t 
want the potential Gala attendees’ per-
ception to be that we were bringing in a 
“Playboy Bunny” for the event, which was 
not the case. Such spin may have worked 
for another event somewhere else, but 
not this one.). 

The fund developer tracked down 
an “anonymous” wife who worked at 
the hospital and had her bring in her 
husband’s issue of Playboy with the Jenna 
photos. A quick perusal determined 
that the pics were as tasteful as could be 
expected and that we shouldn’t have to 
worry about them. Thus, a potential PR 
concern was alleviated by an industrious 
member of the event’s PR team.

PR STEP 3: THE BLITZ: THINK EVERYTHING

When it comes to securing media 
attention for an event, my goal is always 
to positively blanket the target audience 
with (now here’s the key) interesting
and eye-catching news items in EVERY 
medium possible. This is how a spectacle 
is energized. 

There are countless, often under-
utilized and free, media outlets available 
to event organizers: Traditional routes, 
such as newspapers, radio, and local 
cable channels, and more nontraditional 
avenues, such as newsletters, church 
bulletins, bulletin boards, fl yers, store-
front displays, e-mail and direct mail, 
and web sites. It often takes people being 
reminded several times about an event 
before they fi nally decide to buy that 
ticket or gather up the family and go.

Every year, I do the PR for the Holiday 
Open House held by the Benedictine 
sisters of St. Joseph Monastery in my 
hometown. Until this year, the Open 
House was held between the gift shop 
run by Sr. Margoretta and the ceramic 

shop run by the late Sr. Augustine. To 
the amusement of these media shy nuns 
and the local reporters, I have always 
launched the media campaign for the 
Open House with a press conference 
and photo-op, the publicity cornerstones 
of this festive spectacle. I would invite all 
the reporters to the convent to interview 
the two sisters. The press are always enam-
ored by the nuns, which translates into 
voluminous coverage, as planned. A press 
release and fl yer for the Open House are 
then distributed to church bulletins, dio-
cese-wide publications, local businesses, 
the public, radio stations, and every other 
available avenue to seal the deal.

For The Pennsylvania Celebrities 
Cookbook and Celebrities Gala, we also 
utilized all these outlets. I was particu-
larly proud of one PR coup we pulled 
off, proving that when it comes to event 
PR, it never hurts to ask…and, again, 
to think BIG.

One afternoon, the hospital fund 
developer and I met with the new edi-
tor of our hometown newspaper. It is 
always best to bring editors and reporters 
right into your process, yet so few event 
organizers ever bother to do this. Instead, 
for many, an invisible barrier remains 
between the media and the event organiz-
ers. I choose to break through that wall. 
After all, it’s much harder for reporters to 
say “no” when you’re on friendly terms 
with them. 

On this particular day, I got right to the 
point and asked if we could have a front 
page feature article in the newspaper every
Wednesday (the largest circulation day) 
between the beginning of September and 
the November date of the event. To my 
amazement and utter delight, the editor 
said, “Yes.” With a huge smile on my face, 
I knew the blitz had begun. 

For the next two and a half months, 
The Celebrities Gala dominated the front 
page, with articles that included the 
initial event announcement, individual 
profi les of the celebrity guests, a feature 
about the cookbook, the unveiling of the 
menu, and an article about the unique 
celebrity auction that would be held at 
the Gala with hearts drawn by numer-
ous superstars such as Elizabeth Taylor, 
Dustin Hoffman, and Al Roker – and 
then, of course, post-event coverage.

All we did was further cultivate our 
relationship with the newspaper and 
ask what we could get away with. It was 
something that any other event organizer 
in town could have asked to do for their 
event, but they didn’t. While coverage of 
other events often peaks and fades with 
one article, ours went on and on and on. It 
was absolutely criminal what we got away 
with PR-wise, but we didn’t feel an ounce 
of guilt.
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PR STEP 4: THE HOOK: THINK CELEBRITY

Sometimes events are fortunate to 
have celebrity involvement, such as Jenna 
Morasca’s and Ethan Zohn’s participation 
in our Celebrities Gala. However, even if 
you don’t have a celebrity onboard, here’s 
a little secret: YOU CAN CREATE YOUR 
OWN CELEBRITY! There is nothing like the 
aura of celebrity to create a scene, sending 
the event PR into spectacle overdrive. 

When I fi rst met the aforementioned Sr. 
Augustine in her airy studio and ceramic 
shop on the convent grounds, I knew I had 
met a bona fi de superstar in the rough. 
She was a cute and humble, witty little 
nun in her nineties who created fantastic 
clayware art pieces. In the entertainment 
biz, she was what’s called the “total pack-
age,” though she would laugh every time I 
referred to her as such during our private 
conversations. At the time, an unbelievable 
majority of people in town didn’t even 
know the convent had a ceramic shop, 
which had quietly been in operation since 
the 1960s. I, a lifelong resident of the 
town, was among that group until a 
friend took me to the ceramic shop 
one afternoon.

Sr. Augustine quickly became the celeb-
rity hook for the Holiday Open House. 
This occurred because of a very carefully 
planned PR campaign, including my 
crafting of a press bio for her and posi-
tioning her as our hometown’s “best kept 
secret,” and our very own “cross between 
Berta Hummel and Grandma Moses.” 
This campaign was executed largely by 

choreographing media visits to her studio 
and into her private world, allowing the 
reporters and soon the general public to 
experience something rare and awe-in-
spiring that they had never seen before. 
Translation: Holy Cha-Ching!

From the moment the fi rst front page 
story of this amazing nun hit the stands, 
her career as an artist hit its stride. In fi ve 
years time, Sr. Augustine answered a swell-
ing public demand for more than 400 
of what became one of her most famous 
pieces, the Gussie’s Special bowl, hundreds 
of limited edition Christmas ornaments, 
and hundreds of pieces bearing her signa-
ture forget-me-not pattern. Her nativity sets 
are now in every state in the U.S., and her 
work has been collected around the world. 

And, each year the public turn-out for 
the Holiday Open House has grown expo-
nentially. Even though Sister sadly passed 
away on Easter Sunday this year, I don’t 
intend to let her rest too long. Two limited 
edition ornaments, The Love Dove and The 
Nativity Angel, which she started before 
her death, will debut at this year’s Holiday 
Open House in December in what I expect 
will be a blitz of media and public atten-
tion – a blessed spectacle!

Also, when it comes to star power for 
your event, don’t limit yourself to only 
celebrities of the two-legged variety. A few 
years back, I had the pleasure of working 
with one of the furriest celebrities around. 
Famed weathercaster and the world’s most 
renowned groundhog, Punxsutawney Phil, 
contributed his signature cookie recipe for 
Traditional Spicy Groundhogs to The Penn-
sylvania Celebrities Cookbook. This inspired 

us to invite Phil and his handlers from The 
Punxsutawney Groundhog Club to make 
a special appearance and autograph copies 
of the cookbook at the annual Chainsaw 
Carvers Rendezvous in nearby Ridgway, 
PA. This is a large event that attracts thou-
sands of carvers and spectators from all 
over the world.

Phil and his entourage arrived in an 
amazing blaze of public adoration. I 
had not seen clutches of excited people 
surrounding a celebrity, angling to catch a 
glimpse and snap pictures, like this since 
my days in Washington at political rallies 
and in Nashville at meet and greets and the 
uber-fan event, the CMA Music Festival. 
However, Phil is an international icon, 
having appeared at The White House, 
on Oprah, and via other high profi le venues. 
And, of course, he even has his own holiday 
and renowned celebration every February 
2nd on Gobbler’s Knob in Punxsutawney, 
PA. To the elation of the Chainsaw Carvers 
Rendezvous’ attendees, the accompanying 
members of the Punxsutawney Groundhog 
Club proceeded to autograph the cook-
books and posters, which included using a 
very special and offi cial Punxsutawney Phil 
paw print stamp.

Taking the cult of celebrity one step 
further, forget the two or four legged 
superstars, and try an edible one. Several 
years ago, the global culinary icon, BEER, 
was the headliner at Straub Beer Food 
Fest, which I organized at the Country 
Club in my hometown, raising money 
for the local public library. All the food 
on the menu was made from Straub Beer, 
which my family has produced locally for 

Sr. Augustine became a bona fi de superstar by the time of her death on Easter Sunday 2008. In this rare publicity photo, she is painting a snowman in prepara-
tion for the 2007 Holiday Open House at the convent. She never failed to score front page coverage! The press bio shown above of Sr. Augustine helped to spread 
the word of this amazing and most unique artist to the masses. The PR team for an event must make sure interviewees are well-briefed. The talking points shown 
above were written for Sr. Margoretta and Sr. Augustine for a radio interview they did promoting the 2007 Holiday Open House at the convent.
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more than 130 years, and the recipes were 
from my vast recipe archive, which is now 
front and center in my new book, The
Ultimate Beer Lover’s Cookbook, the largest 
collection of food and drink recipes using 
beer ever published. When it comes to 
beer and many of it’s delicious counter-
parts (think wine, chocolate, hot wings), 
there’s no easier way to fi nd superstars 
that will work for free, that have tens of 
millions of fans the world over, and that, 
most importantly, will leave a satisfi ed 
(and sudsy) smile on every guest’s face!

PR STEP 5: THE EXECUTION: THINK DETAILS

The multi-tasking nature of event 
PR requires that you are, and must be,
involved in every detail of the event be-
yond just crafting promotional materials 
and securing press coverage. You must 
also have a hand in organizing the decora-
tions and table settings, the guest list and 
seating arrangements, the backdrop, the 
menu, the VIP guests, VIP holding rooms, 
the speeches and toasts, the play list, the 
sound system (which always without fail 
goes awry at some point in the evening), 
the raffl es and swag bags, and anything 
else associated with the event. 

You are the scene-maker, a sculptor of 
sorts, carving dynamic spectacles from 
words, objects, images, concepts, star pow-
er, and public perceptions. It is this recipe 
of details that goes to the heart of why PR 
itself is an art form, and why event PR is a 
specialized genre within that art form.

For example, for Straub Beer Food Fest, 
special tickets were designed using the 
oldest known photo of the Straub Brewery, 
founded by my great-great-grandfather 
in the 1870s. Extremely cost effective 
placemats where created by photocopying 
other vintage brewery-related photos onto 
11x17-inch paper. These items immediately 
became conversation pieces and ultimately 
souvenirs for the guests at each table. 

At both The Celebrities Gala and 
Straub Beer Food Fest, menu cards 
inspired by those used at The White House 
during the Kennedy administration were 
created easily by us on the computer and 
photocopied, helping to add class and style 
to every place setting. Also at both events, a 
special press table was created, making our 
friends from the media feel comfortable so 
they could both cover and enjoy the event, 
and not be herded into some cordoned-off 
press area. At the Gala, a “Mayor’s Table” 
was included as well, providing a place of 
honor for celebrity guests who couldn’t 
be seated at the head table because of 
space limitations.

When it comes to event details, there is 
one must-have. From my time serving in 
the Offi ce of the Vice President and later 

only then sit for the fi rst time – in a quiet 
corner, and refl ect on the spectacle that took 
place only moments earlier – as if it were 
all a dream. In my adrenaline-fueled mind, 
the Vice Presidential event, the convent’s 
Holiday Open House, the superstar-stud-
ded Nashville affair, the beer fest, the swank 
gala benefi ting women’s health, and the 
upcoming charity walk I’m currently 
helping to plan stand side-by-side. 

To be able to look at each event with the 
same vigor and enthusiasm is what makes 
this PR journey through special events and 
life itself successful, not to mention so very, 
very fabulous and unforgettably worth it.

Yes, indeed, Hollywood is wherever we 
make it. And we have the good fortune of 
getting to help spin that pure magic.

Here’s to the spectacular success of your 
many “social events of the season” to 
come, wherever you may be!

managing event and tour press for country 
music superstars, I learned how important 
it is to have an extensive event schedule 
as an anchor and essentially a printed-out 
summary for every event, making sure not 
a single detail is missed. For The Celebri-
ties Gala, I created a multi-page, minute-
by-minute, day-into-night schedule of the 
Gala much like the White House uses for 
its four main principals on a daily basis. 

For weeks before the event, this sched-
ule was edited, updated, and distributed 
to all the major Gala organizers and 
volunteers, to ensure we would all be on 
the same page. It included arrival and de-
parture times, contact names and phone 
numbers, the order of speakers and other 
Gala activities, location and format for 
the press avail, and so on.

Aside from the obvious organizational 
need for a schedule, the symbolism of 
schedules from a PR perspective is much 
more understated in the frenzy of an event. 
Beneath the months of planning and all the 
details, a schedule represents the whole 
purpose of the event, and the ultimate 
purpose of public relations, which we must 
never forget: A schedule is a symbol of our 
efforts as event organizers and PR practitio-
ners to make sure the people in attendance 
at our event have an enjoyable and memo-
rable time. This is an event organizer’s carpe 
diem encapsulated on paper. If we, as event 
organizers, succeed at that, then the dona-
tions, the media attention, and all other 
intended goals will follow in our wake.

When the stage lights have dimmed, the 
last guests have left, and the workers are 
breaking down the tables and chairs, I will 

John Schlimm is the 
author of the newly 
released, The Ultimate 
Beer Lover’s Cookbook: 
More Than 400 Recipes 
That All Use Beer, as 
well as several other 
titles. He has taught and 
worked in public rela-
tions and event planning 
for more than 15 years, 
and holds a Master’s Degree from 
Harvard University. John Schlimm will 
be a featured presenter during IFEA’s 
53rd Annual Convention & Expo this 
September 8-12, 2008 in Boise, ID.

Ticket designed for Straub Beer Food Fest by the 
event’s committee, using the oldest photo of the 
Straub Brewery to add a touch of nostalgia and 
creativity to the ticket. A small red accent ribbon 
was added to this Straub Beer Food Fest menu 
card because red is the Brewery’s signature color. 
In the 1870s, the brewery founder, Peter Straub, 
always put a red band around his barrels to 
ensure their return.
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Child’s Play—
or is it?
Expanding the benefits of children’s activities—
even on a minimal budget

By Tina Huck
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A
s event planners, we are all 
too familiar with the idea of 
finding some sort of activities 
to provide entertainment to the 
children who attend our festi-

vals and events. Some utilize outside sourc-
es such as daycares, scout troops or other 
volunteer groups to coordinate areas while 
some have committees or staff dedicated to 
create child-friendly areas. Of course, many 
others are on their own to try to figure out 
how to keep the kids busy. The obvious 
benefit to these areas is to create an inviting 
atmosphere which will bring families to the 
event. However, perhaps a look outside of 
the “sandbox” will bring new perspective 
on the benefits of children’s activities and 
on the timing of children’s activities. 

SIMPLE Children’s Activities to 
Promote Your Event

Meal time has consistently been a time 
when families attempt to communicate 
with one another. When families are able 
to go out to dinner together, this is an 
especially perfect time to get your event in-
formation in front of them in the hopes of 
it becoming at least a piece of the conver-
sation. Unfortunately, recent studies have 
shown that table tents are no longer an ef-
fective means of communication as tables 
have become filled. Nicer restaurants often 
will not even have these in place. However, 
nearly all restaurants where children are 
welcome utilize some sort of activity-style 
children’s menu to occupy children while 
they await their meals.

For event planners, this offers a great 
opportunity to get the excitement of your 
event. With a simple phone call or visit to 
local restaurants, you can ask to provide 
their children’s menus for the month (or 
any time period) leading up to your event. 
In order to create a fun, yet functional 
piece, request a copy of their children’s 
menu to incorporate into a menu filled 
with games, mazes, pictures to color and 
puzzles which focus upon your event.

If you are lucky enough to have an artist 
on-board, they can create something to 

color for the children; otherwise, many 
websites offer royalty free coloring pages. 
A simple internet search will bring up 
many. There are also many sites for creat-
ing word search and crossword puzzles. 
You simply input your words and/or clues, 
and a puzzle is created. A few websites to 
try include www.puzzle-maker.com, www.
theteacherscorner.net, and www.edhelper.
com. Some sites offer membership areas 
which may provide additional activities, 
but there are many free activities available.

It is important to remember to keep the 
puzzles and games simple, yet diverse, as 
children’s menus target toddlers to tweens.

Taking Activities Beyond 
Your Event

As we create activities, we can only hope 
that families will walk away and say, “Wow! 
I need to tell others about this great event. 
They had great stuff for my kids!” There 
are a few simple ways, though, to make 
the event experience speak for itself and to 
promote your event to others. 

One great idea stems on parents’ love of 
pictures. One would be very hard-pressed 
to find a parent who doesn’t like to share 
photos of his/her child. So, make that 
desire work for you. At your event, set up 
a photo station or multiple photo sta-
tions. For a simple, unstaffed area, create 
a standing photo design with an area for 
children (of all ages) to place their faces 
and smile for the camera. For a larger 
benefit, and even a possible money-maker, 
set up a photo area with props, costumes 
and a photographer. Your desired result 
will determine the distribution method. If 
you are utilizing this area as a fund-raiser, 
a small printer can be available to print 
immediate photos or you can charge a 
fee for the photos to be uploaded to your 
website. Then, you have the opportunity 
to send an e-mail with information about 
other events or next year’s event which 
includes the password for accessing the 

photo. This same method can be utilized, 
without charging a fee, and having the 
photos only available online. This will 
drive event-goers to your website allow-
ing more impressions of sponsors and of 
event information. Similarly, an e-mail 
can be created to send to grandma and 
grandpa (and all the other adoring friends 
and relatives), again offering additional 
impressions of sponsors. 

Another way to expand your activities 
beyond the day of your event is to utilize 
button making as a children’s activi-
ties. Choosing a theme from your event, 
allow children to create a button design 
to then be made into a button, on the 
spot. Badge-a-minit offers button making 
supplies and machines which are simple 
for even the least mechanically-inclined 
to utilize. (Obviously, the author of this 
article falls into that category!) Utilizing 
a self-made template, you can create a 
design for children to color or to add a 
thumbprint or personal touch, you can 
simply add just your logo and allow chil-
dren to create their own designs. Once 
completed, the child has a fun memory 
of the day to show others. 

The button activity, again, offers an 
opportunity for publicity or increased 
sponsorship impressions, but we can take 
it a step further. While at the event, ask 
children to create two buttons. One, they 
get to take home with them. The other can 
be utilized at local restaurants and shops 
to publicize next year’s event. Servers and 
others in guest services roles often enjoy 
adding a bit of liveliness to their uniforms!

Remember that Child’s Play 
isn’t only for Children

Any of these children’s ideas can be 
adaptable to children of all ages. Families 
might choose to have festive photos taken 
as a group or perhaps a tour group who 
is visiting wants a memento of their trip. 
Similarly, senior groups may be willing 
to color some buttons prior to your event 
and enjoy looking at their favorite restau-
rants to see who is wearing their creation.

Children’s activities are also a great way 
for sponsor activation. As adults, we are all 
much more likely to visit a booth where 
we get to be a kid again than one simply 
handing out information. A sponsor might 
use a big-kid-only duck pond to give away 
premium items while having fun with and 
talking to potential customers. The possi-
bilities are simply endless if we put on our 
“munchkin goggles” and remember just 
how much fun it is to be a kid!

Tina Huck is the Events Coordinator 
for National Shrine of Our Lady of the 
Snows in Belleville, IL.  Tina can be 
reached at: tinah@snows.org.
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Ever wonder how "they" thought of
that idea or what it takes to be more
innovative? Here’s a sure-fire method to
help you develop your Innovative
Thinking Skills.

Grab a pen or pencil and a few sheets
of paper; this is an interactive article!
Let’s begin.........

First of all believe that you are innova-
tive! Let me assure you that whether you
believe that you are or, that you are not,
you’re probably right. To help establish a
real belief in your ability, think back on
some of the innovative things you have
done, said or created during your career.

Next, understand that when our think-
ing takes on a definite form and struc-
ture it becomes more effective. While I
am suggesting that all readers follow the
same step-by-step format, you’ll find that
because of your own uniqueness, tastes
and life experiences you will each devel-
op your own innovative solutions, even
when the questions are the same.

Step One
State the question, problem or dilem-

ma clearly. Write it out at the top of your
worksheet.

Step Two
List many, varied and unusual possible

answers to your question or solutions to
your problem. Do not pre-judge or edit
your ideas. List everything (everything!).

Step Three
Review your list and group your

ideas/answers into categories. For exam-
ple: hats, t-shirts and socks are all differ-
ent but all are wearable. Apples, mugs,
bagels and forks are different, yet all
relate to food or eating. Any
ideas/answers that do not fit into a cate-
gory with anything else on your list, are
the most unique.

Step Four 
Take the best or most unique

ideas/answers and elaborate on them to
make them truly extraordinary. You can
do this by combining two ideas, consider

using or doing your idea in a totally new
and different way, look at it upside down
or backwards, and be outrageous! Add to
them, diminish them, change the color or
shape, turn it inside out (get the idea?).

Before you begin, it is essential to shift
to "right brain" thinking. The right side
of our brain is where we do our imagina-
tive, emotional and visual thinking. You
can make the shift by bringing humor to
your mind (read the funnies or listen to
your favorite comic), try some brain
teasers (create your own: list all things
you can think of that are different shades
of green or what other uses are there for
a wristwatch, other than a time instru-
ment?), listen to music, play with your
kids or play like a kid.

Don’t be afraid to take risks! New
answers are what lead to excellence and
that is what Innovative Thinking is all
about. Don’t be afraid of failure either.
Failure is a sign that someone is doing
something! By learning from our failures
we get them out of the way and move
towards success.

Remember that by simply approaching
a problem, question or dilemma in a
new way, we will usually come up with
answers or solutions that are new as
well. Giving ourselves the opportunity to
see a vast array of possible solutions or
answers and then categorizing them to
find the most unique, enables us to
develop the innovations we seek.

Good Luck & Have Fun!

“How To Develop
Your Innovative
Thinking Skills”
By Barry Roberts, C.A.S.

Barry Roberts is a humorist, helping
businesses achieve maximum profitabili-
ty & productivity.He conducts seminars
& presents keynotes for a broad spec-
trum of corporations and associations
across the USA and Canada. To
request some valuable information on
"Risk Taking" and "The shift to Right
Brain Thinking" you can e-mail Barry at
info@BarryRoberts.com, please add
any questions or comments you may
have. Barry’s new book "Practice Safe
Stress" is available now at
www.BarryRoberts.com.
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work and increase visibility. Try and
block book an artist with other venues
within your region and share travel costs.
Often a local hotel will serve as a spon-
sor and provide accommodations free of
charge. And, remember: just because an
entertainer performs on a smaller stage
for smaller people, it doesn’t make him
or her less of a professional than a per-
son who performs for adults.

Your children’s stage headliner will
more than likely be performing an
energized show two or three times
throughout the day, and will certainly
appreciate the same amenities offered
at the adult stages. Simply having a pri-
vate backstage area to re-group and
cool off between shows is a needed and
welcome respite. Having attempted to
“blow dry” my hair with my car’s air
conditioner, and hidden under my
prop table to change my soaking wet
shirt, I can’t tell you the value of a pri-
vate area with an electrical outlet!

Promote your stage entertainment
effectively. When you hire that profes-
sional children’s act, you will want
every child in attendance to see the
show. Make sure you get all the “who,
what, when and where” information
out there in a big way. Be sure to post
the entertainment schedule (with short
descriptions—including age appropri-
ateness) at many places around the fes-
tival grounds. Post a giant schedule
right in front of the stage as well. A
crowd always draws a crowd, so keep

the pace of your stage entertainment
moving quickly with no long breaks
between acts, if possible.

Carefully consider the size and place-
ment of the stage. First, it is important
to provide a stage of some sort.
Inevitably, kids will “inch up” as a
show progresses until they are right on
top of the performer, if allowed.
Speaking from my own personal expe-
rience, I can tell you that it is some-
what challenging to do the “Hokey
Pokey” with 12 children trying to stand
directly on top of your right foot. It is
extremely helpful to have a line of
delineation between the audience and
the performers, and even a small stage
area will help. The best stage height is
generally one or two feet. Tall enough
to get the entertainer up where all the
little ones can see, low enough for the
entertainer to be on an intimate level
with the kids. Be sure to have steps for
easy on/off access to the stage. 

Placement of the stage (and, for that
matter, every activity and station) is
one of the most important decisions.
Position the stage out of the direct sun-
light. You don’t want either the per-
formers or the audience staring into the
sun. If possible, cover the stage and
audience area. No matter how fantastic
your entertainers are, nobody will sit
and watch them out in the middle of a
field in the blazing sun. Avoid placing
the stage next to noisy distractions – as
away from the appealing interactive

water feature and far from the adult
hard rock stage. And don’t forget to
provide something to sit on-- at least
for the tired grown-ups.

Provide good sound for your chil-
dren’s stage. It makes all the difference.
Some entertainers can provide their
own sound, but make sure their system
is up to par and will serve the needs of
your area. Easy load-in/out access is
imperative. Children’s entertainers can
be counted on to bring LOTS of stuff!

Dana Cohenaur owns Swiggle Ditties
Entertainment. She performs at festivals
and events across the United States and
is a regular presenter at the IFEA con-
ventions. Dana can be reached at P.O.
Box 1958, Blaine, Wash., 98231;
phone: 360-371-8680; fax: 360-371-
8666; email: danaRMFK@aol.com. 
Website: www.swiggleditties.com.
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during Winterlude? The concept that emerged – a free, outdoor concert on the
ice of the Rideau Canal – was fundamentally in keeping with the Winterlude
culture. It was also physically integrated into the Rideau Canal, the single most
important winter attraction in Canada’s Capital. 

In physical terms, the Snowbowl is simple. It is a temporary platform that
acts as a stage for musicians and singers and as a focus for broadcasting and
sponsorship recognition. The old Union Station forms a backdrop for the stage
and doubles as a screen for dazzling lighting projections. (These lighting oppor-
tunities also allowed the NCC to maximize its investment in state-of-the-art
technology developed for the summertime Sound and Light Show on
Parliament Hill.)

The idea made sense. Nevertheless, development of the Snowbowl was not
without challenge. The site involves a number of jurisdictions, both municipal
(the City of Ottawa) and federal (represented by Parks Canada, which protects
heritage and environment on the Rideau Canal), and the National Arts Centre
(a complex for the performing arts on the western bank of the Rideau Canal).
Like most significant projects in the Canadian Capital, the success of the
Snowbowl depended on partnership, and consensus-building was a major part
of the process.

The provincial governments are also major players in Canada’s Capital, which
straddles the Ottawa River and has a foot in two provinces (Ontario and
Quebec). In developing its concept, the NCC attracted the notable attention and
support of Investment Development Ontario, which funds tourism innovation in
the province up to a limit of $200,000 per project. The Snowbowl qualified for
the maximum grant, which the NCC complemented with matching funds. 

By late September 2004, the NCC had brought all partners into agreement
and was ready to go, but time was already tight. With environmental clearance
from Parks Canada and funding from the province, it found itself with just 20
weeks to get the scaffolding and stage in place, develop a marketing and com-
munication plan and design a program. 

Working under the leadership of Dr. Mark Kristmanson, Director of Capital
Events at the NCC and father of the Snowbowl concept, the NCC team got
busy. January is the coldest time of the year in Canada’s Capital, and 2005 was
no exception. With temperatures plunging to nearly -40ºC, winter spirit was
hammered into the structure with every nail. 

A program was being hammered out at the same time, and it, too, resonated
with winter themes. Winterlude is a major showcase for Canadian culture, and
programmers arranged for a line-up of Canadian icons – Buffy Sainte-Marie, for
example, an Aboriginal folksinger who came to national prominence in the
1960s and has stayed there, and Brian Orser (Olympic medallist in 1988), one
of the greatest Canadian skaters in history.

The achievement was miraculous. The Snowbowl moved from approach to
concept to reality in just a few short months between fall 2004 and opening
night on January 29, 2005. The Snowbowl was a success! Festival-goers by the
thousands paused in their skating to enjoy the performances and a multimedia
show with giant projections, and music brimming up out of the Snowbowl
brought a new rhythm to winter nights in downtown Ottawa. 

The rest, as they say, is history. The Snowbowl will be back next year, and the
next and the next… A new tradition has been created in the wake of
Winterlude’s 25th anniversary celebration and, judging from the reaction so far,
it will probably still be there when Winterlude celebrates its first half-century.

Under a Canopy of Stars Continued from page 56
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